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Arbor, Michs, ia President, An unusually good
programme is expected and considerable enthusiaem
has
been aroused in St, Louis over its coming.
Mosro
age.

has the prestige

of twenty-two centuries of

Two years ago there was discovered, in excavat
ing

the temple of Apollo, at Delphi, the aite of the ancient
Sunscriprion Rares $1.50 per yoar (payableInadvance).
‘Two Subscriptions or two years in advan
oracle in Greece, two stones covered with Greek
$1 35 each,
‘Threg Subecriptionsorthree yearsinad
in1.30
each,
Singlé Co-y..
scriptions, They contained a hymn to Apollo,
5 conte,
accom:
Furelga Postage
8 conte,
panied with the music. It ia to the credit of
the French
DISOONTINUANCE.—If you wish
l Archeological School that it sncceeded in
stopped, an explicit notice must be thesentJourna
deciphering
us by these stones and transcri
letter, otherwise,itwill hecomtina
bing the music and rendering it
Seen must be paid.
at the French School at Athena.
BENEWAL.—No receiptissent for
s, On - Absarers of Liezt will ind several chapters
the wrapper of the next iseuc acntrenewal
of ' Miea
you
will be
Printed the date towhich yoursubscripti
on is paid Traumerei' of {nterest to them. In that *! Weimer
™p, which serves os arcocipt for your subscrip
tion. Tdyl'" Mr, Albort Mogrie Bagby gives a realistic picture
THEODORE

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Entered at Philadelphia P. 0, as Second-class Matter.

ing the playing of any musical instrament in a room”
with doors or windows open’on the atreet side.

HOME,

Covewr

.

Garden Theater has jast had its orchestra

sunk 34 feet below the level of the seats.

Ir ig rumored that Antonin Dvorak is to become
an

“Awerican citizen on hia return to New York in the
fall.

Cianexce Eppy, the well-known

haa been engaged

Chicago organiat,

for a series of four organ recitals at

Queen's Hall, London,
Wauter

Damaoson

is said to bave cleared $75,000

We

become familiar in this sketch with some of the tricks

these favorites is

Ricaarp Geveiz, the composer and poet, is dead.

He

was born in 1825,
+M. Donors eid in a recent address that Gounod
called Bach ‘the MosesofMusic,”
mm
j
*
A. Drespsx

dealer

recently

paid $2500

original score of Wagner's ‘‘ Tanohanser.””

for the

Ronrnsrein’g sacred opera, ‘ Christus,’’ recently
He deserves it for hia given in
Berlin, met with but a moderate success.
A Recentiy discovered opera by'Haydn is saon to be
Hexacuen and his wife aro expected

with hia German opera eeaon.
pluck and perseverance.
Ma.

Grona

to give o series of song recitals nezt season,
Honachel will also conduct hia Stabat Mater,
Raract. Joserer, the pianiat, Sppeared in

Mr,

tions from
“© Tasso.”

‘Lohengrin’?

and the symphonic poem,
.

Many interesting manuscripts bave been discovered
in the musical library at Gotba relating to the history
of that theater. ‘Lettera from Louis Spohr and Andreas
Romberg dre among the treasure trove.
»
A Rvwon somes from Italy that Baron Franchetti, the
composer of ‘‘Asrael'’ and ‘Christopher Columbus,”

has the intention to build in an Italian city—Bologna is

st

hh

named—a Wagner theater after the’Bayreuth model.

performed,

Donrnc last month the old Leipric Gewandhaua, which

contained the historiest Concert-Saal, has been razed to

the ground, and with it has also disappeared the adja-

ceat building, which had been the home, from its foundaused by various pupile to ingratiate themselves with thet tion ih 1848 to the year
1887, of the world-famed Conmaster, and with hia alternately brosque and kind ways, servatorium der Mnsik.

He had his favorite pupils, and one of
__M. E. M. Bowmaw hee resigned from the directorship the
heroine of Mr. Bagby’s love-story.
of the music department of Vassar College.
Wauren Dannoson will conduct the opening concert
FOREIGN,
of Paderewaki
in Carnegie Hall October 80:h,

Jonayw Stravas was the first conductor who
ever
played pieces by Wagner and Liszt in Vienna—selec- ¥

‘Tux woman composer is steadily coming to the front.
of the great master amovg the studenta of various
Recently a Miss Edith Greene gave an no he of
countriés who crowded into his parlors'to get the
benefit
cert in London, at which two compositions of her ow,
of @ lesson from him. Daring Liszt's resi
® symphony and » sonata for pianoforte and violiu; Were ,
Weimar that famous city was, indeed, n
ig but.a

large conservatory of music; but as tl
ilistines
' were, after all, in a majority, they passed
law prohibit-

Buusical Ftems,

by the young ‘cellist, Hensel, who is a nephew of Mendelesohn.

presented at the Royal Opera House in Dregden.
Scurogsxn, the original Mime in Wagner's “Der
Ring dos Nibelungen,”’ died recently at Magdeburg.

SuPorior Court tecently and renounced hie allogiathe
Leticuax, » (uthtt,-hans just completed a tour of Sibogce
the Emperor of Aaatria, aa a preliminsry to becomingto ria, whore he bas been
giving « series of auccessfal cona cltstnn of the United States. Mr. Jouelty tives nt corte,
North Tarrytown
%
Tun wife of
the noted Kaglish tenor,
Fauxt Osparcax, now considered one of Europe's died Jane 10th, SimeSheReeves,
was formerly 9 noted soprano
gyeatoa, viohauza, has been engaged
for a
of singer.
fory concert in Chia country, He ix already toor
booked
Panuxxwaxt has cearly finished his spora. Tha subfor a eamber of orchestral concerts.
Thedate of bis ject ta wodern, aud the scene is laid io the Carpathian
4énat haa not yet been decided upon
Mountain It ia to be proéyaced ia London.
Tre anaaal meeting of the M.T.N. A.
ia hald July
Joscuim, sho hae never boon in Rosso, ia awaited
34, 4 amd Sam Me Leate Prof A. A
Staatey, of Ana
ere wish great eapectations He will be accompanied

Tr is proposed in England to celebrate in November
next the 200th anniversary of the death of Henry Pur-

call, the chief glory of the English School of Music,
and to raise an appropriate memorial inhis honor. The
Dean of Westminster having given his cordial permission, the celebration will begin on Thursday, November
21, the date of Parcell's death in 1896, with the per

formance of some of the finest of his sacred works on a

grand seale in‘Westminstar Abbey, where ho was organ

iat for fifteen years, and within the walle of which he
lies buried. For a memorial, it is proposed to provide
a auitable case for the magnificent organ in the Abbey,
which atill cpntaina stops believed to have begn part of
the organ on which Parcell played,

Ave recent performance in \Berlin of Bach's superb
minor ‘Mass an attempt was made to make, the orches-

tra conform, aafar as possible, to the conditions for
which Bach wrote.

There are in hia ecore trumpet notes

so high that they cannot be prodaced on the modern in-

atramentt; wherefore smaller trumpets were specially

constracted for this occasion ;their Bighest notes were
féond to anggest the sound of a clarinet, and were softer
than bad been expected.
The oboes employed in
Bach's score are the obsolete oboi d'smore, balf way
between our oboe and the English horn or alto oboe.
Specimens of theas instramenta were borrowed of the
Royal Musears, asd the playera had to praotios some

‘ame before Way felt euficiontly familiar wrth them to
undertake their task.

Besides there instramenta, Bates,

Hamooms, strings, and organ wers axed,
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ONE WAY TO ABUBE GLAgBIUAL MURIO.
se

knows

Lewin,

Ie treatiug this subject f think ft best
to give » bit of
my Ow experi
ence

iu studying music, but test I
wieh to
compare my book of Hevthoven’s scnata
s (which

wan
the firet classical music L was provid
ed with) to # litera:

at to bin the beaation of the lnagusge,
how to Wanslate it a0 it may soom beautifalste
thoea who
to not endertand it; 40 hose sivitying
malo wast
xome ond who knowa bow to paint out
the construction,
tho
relation of the harmonies, the
beautifal melodies
which

#0often soom hidden to those not knowing
bow to
tare student's copy of Virgil. & wont throug
fied thom, and
ume of Beethoven in the following mannor: h my vol teacher can show,ovorything else that only « first-class
four
'
pages
for lesson ;no matter bow | played
Aro people nover going to banish these frauds, calling
tharf,
four more pages, making eight pages a week I advanced thomeclves musio
teachers, by employing only thos
; the obief
object seemed to be to *' getthrough Bosthoven.
whom
thoy know to have studied in good institu
” |
tions?
had
an idoa that the sonatas were all be had
ever writte

n
and I was auxious to ‘finish him.’
\I wont through
that bgok withont ever having it told
mo that there was
such @ thing as a theme, without any
idea that there
were
lovely melodies in the base and middle
parta to be

brought inte prominence, withoa
t

koowing there

were
such matters as accent and rhythm to
be applied toa
composition, In fact, I knew very
little except notes,

snd koowing only them I was a tolera
bly quick reader

of the notes, and so I got throngh someh
ow, but only

“‘eomehow.’’

But any one would ask, how was it I did

not realize I was not learning all [ ought.

I was enoug

h
of § musician, naturally, to recoguize and
erjoy the

It seems an easy thing to do, especially
when by employing these second- or ee people
the musical education of the country ia bei
injured.
T hone my comparison pf Beethoven and
Virgil was

I had then read very little mu-

sical literature, and was sublimely
unconscious

We do not-allow children to feed on

angar
alone simply becanse their palate craves
it, but while we
aim to please their palate, our chief concern
is to supply
them with wholesome, nourishing
food. Thur, also,
should we do in developing musical
taste. Don't feed

to require as muvh and as careful stady aga sentencaeoms
e in
Virgil.

188 sensual taste alone, but give the child
somethi
ie substantial and melodious and pleasing to ng that
the ear at
the same time. Be carefal, however
, to
thorough masticatiot“and digestion of insist on the
each wusical
food, else it will harm rather than benefit;
it will not
nourish, bat disgust,

“MUSIO Is NOT MUSTO IF IT HA8 NO SOUL.
”

had for the pupil’s capabilities,

nota blind one.

,

To me, a phrase of Becthoven

BY ANDREW GREEN.
—_

The pupil must from the-wvery start
be trained to good

music.

“Music is not musio, if it have no soul.”

music,

hat

This fonda-

Of course, a wise consideration must

will more

Tr has been said,
lovely melodies and harmonies,
, fact, .
and I thought that was it cannot be urged andtooit will bear repetition—in
often or too earnestly,—t
sll there was in
music.

t to sermot
ve,
to

raise, To
effect tis we must train the intellectual and restrain
the
onnoal; we tant feed the intellect on good,
sobstantial
nourishment and wean the senses from
what is purely
Renscal.

ays be,,

Some are bright and’

readily be led to an appreciation
of good

whilé others are dall and slow to
beauty beyond what appeals to the senses. perceive any
These latter
must

be handled carefully;they must,b
e led step by step
into the light of the traly beautiful.
Indeed, we must
always employ good music, never
trash yobut let the
melodies at first be very striking.
Look more to melody
than to depth of thought and beauty
of sentiment; then

thing farther, and thought I was “ studying” of apy- mentsl truth has not been suficientfinaieted on. The
and be- great error of the generality of People
coming @ great player. I had the mi, fortun
of our day is that
e'to
person (assuming the name of \ adusie teache go'toa they judge music to bebeautifal only in as far as it gradually draw them on to something
heavier and more
r
")
who
Pleases
the ear; sll the arts, in fact, are judged by the substantial,
had great power of personal fascin
ation, and who made
me believe she was one of the best teache
rs on the con-

masees from the standpoint of the senses,
Art is not
sensual, it is intellectual, a Divine creatio
n, a wonderful

At is juat here that many young
and inexperien

ced
teachers fail. In their enthasiasm for the
anblime they
invention of the good God, to give man
was satisfied and she was quite satisfi
a foretaste of the indiscreetly lead the pupif into deep water
ed to take my rapturous beauties of
befcre
he
is
heaven. It speaks to the soul; “able to paddle in
Money and blind me by her cutenogs. I took
a tub. Such mistakes cannot but
(what and when it does not waken an echo
were called) |éssons from her for several
there, it is not true react ruinously,
years, when art; for the province of
art is to give expression to the
many inetances occurred to Open my
The writef was once selecting a song for a
eyes and tell me sublime, the true,
recital for
and the beautiful, This is the trath 8 pupil, aladof
that [ was not gajuing all the instru
some thirteen years, I finally settled
ction Ishould,
that
must
be proclaimed to-the people; and it is‘our on Berthold Tours’
Ove means that led me to think there
‘The New Kingdom."" I sang it
was 8 great duty, ladies and gentlemen
of the profession, to proclaim, for the lad to show him what
deal of wrong in the matter wag the ‘readi
it was and about how it
ng of a little ty—at the lesson hour, in
the concert and lecture hall, oughtto be rendered.
book by Franklin Tsylor, a“ Primer of Pianof
When I waa through I asked him
Phay- at private aud public gatherings, whenev
ing,” in which the scales and other mattersorte
how
er
he
liked it, “That isn’t nice,"heeaid,
Wherwere ex- ever a fi:ting opportunity offers itsel{, we mustandProcl
‘it hasn't
plained sensibly;
tinent, and that I

one of her best pupils, and so I

aim,£0 avy protty melody,”
Well, Harry,” said I, "you
the good and denotnce the bad, This is
must not always look to the melody slone
our mission.
in a song,
The taste of the masses at present
l sense, ‘made over,” and now I am
is
should
in a yer: sickly
rather look to the words and the sentiment: you)
like all” condition, We are progressing?
made-over articles, not half as good as those
Yes,
both
to how the sentiment is expressed.” “Ff doesn
made from few lovers of true art are
't matthe bright new cloth by one
moving onward,
ter what the
after that I went away to study and
found that I knew next to nothin
g and bad to be, ina
musica

who understands

how todo
it, Even 8 firat-class dressmaker
cannot make much
from 8 suit which has been cut and fitted
badly firat by a

second-rate “hacker.””

This, I know, is a very

feminine
comparison, but it isa true one, and
the dress, if it had

standard;but the mejority are going back.

ble to a thinking mind to see a crowd (of&
othe:
intelligent men and women go wild over a pie
“After the

words aro,” he insisted, “just so the
I argued calmly with
and conVinced him of the ridiculousnesa of such him
a statement,
Had Ibeen otherwise than calm and patient
have failed and perhaps ruined the future musical1 would
proapects of this,
melody is nice.”

Ball” type; it is lamentable:

Parents desire their children’tolearn auch’ta trash
feoling, would feel badly at being used 00,
itie
knowing it Provoking to seo that the genera
could never take rank with those
lity of second-rate, and
who had heen treated not
afew

promising -young fellow.

Ait is, I have -

made the first step toward his successful
training.

give this merelyasan example of what aballow ideasI
Now, to go back to my compariog
young
are
people (it will apply to many old ones equally
not
proBeethoven in music
gressing, Trae, there
to Virgil in classical literature. Imagine
a boy wishing music’? at the presen is a greater percentage “ talking well) have of what ia beautiful ; and aleo to show how
to atady Latin. He, of course, knows
t thau there was fifty years ago; careful and: patien
t we must be in disabusing them of
his letters in, but ‘‘ta’king music’
Eaglish and is good at spelling, has
! does not mean Progress in the
art. their miatake,
a fine sense of It would mean progre
rhythm, end enjoye the fw of beauti
ss if wo had no fidy-fady, lacreTo
be succesefal the music
ful poetry. A craving professors; if wo
book of Virgil is given to him (ihe
had ptofessors who teach more’ in abundance, Ob! you will teacher must have patience
first classic he bes than the
get go sick of some pupils
mere
ever handled, as my Beethoven was
techni
caliti
es
of
their
instri
imentg
that
; profes.
are continually whining for “the flesh
first T ever had), sors who
pots of
have enough grit and self-sacrifice to
Ho is told to take the firet page for the
refase to Egypt,”
a lesson ;he spells teach bad music.
a will feel eo, provoked at parents that
and blanders through, finds the
Bad
music
is
demora
lizing
=
vepeatedty
. How,
meani
rightly.

that pass as firet-rate, professors
pupils to learn such stuff. No, the masses assist their

3

ng of a few of the
words in bis dictionary, but has to
leave moat of them,
not kgowi

then, can any man with a conscience
be Becond to its
propagation ?
ng anything of derivation or conjug
ation;
but
--To
‘be
trae to the cause of art we must
his teacher bas the power of makin
fight
g
him think he is

insist on ‘ Why don't yon give

my
such and anch a piece?""—trash, of course.

daughter

But be
F
nt—=be patient ;don’t let your zéal run
away with
you!
pradenc
e:- Your vehement denunciation of bad
the.

“ fadiam ” of the present,

The musical fatare of “the masi¢'and your eldquent defense of
langasge, and he comes
true art will not
his leveon day after day with the Besura away from growing generdtion isin our hands. If we are true
to éffect nearly as mnoh in such casas as a few calm, wellnce that heis our calling, the
getting on finely; he
general tone of the
learning the Latin

getea little gbost

tmusic.of the

future
of an idea of
the among the
sory, Gods a little pleasure in the beautif
will be batfer. Bat a single effort on
ul fow of the the part of masses
rhythm, even though the words
one or the other individual,

chotien words of good senso. Should the cass become

Geaperate, then be firm aa a rock and as true as steel
to
your

are Pronounced wrongly,
magnanimons
gens of right, Rather sacrifice your last
toacher will not effect it; we must
papi)
aud soon. Thisany one would
alKonite and take our than second the propagation of
sy ie absurd nonsense,
bad taste. Lovers of art
stand and makes strong fight.
Yes, in regard to titeraturgit io; but
We may then hope to muat be willing to make sacrifices
why notin regard accomplish
for the cause,
at least something,
to masio, also? The case of the bay
with bis Virgil is
T have a musical friend, who, is a beautif
It may bo wall to draw the atien
tapposed, bat itis only a parallel with
ul example
tion of teachers toa of this self-sa
MY OWN experi: teoth that is
crificing spirit, Fidelity to the case lost
all important in the work of m
gnce with my Beethoven, which caso is
train
not
:
her
a
partic
many
le
a
pupil
ing. Thero are two eleménts in Man,v
and earned her the displeasure of
overdrawn, and might be mach more
jiz: the spiritual, friends, who deemed
highly colored or intellectual, and
her atilted. Yet with patience and
without overstepping the line of
the corporeal, or sensual. Since
trath, and moat Hikely Fall
tho
Persev
erance
she
is
accomplishing much good;
man's
there la not
tendency {sto
a emall town on the continent bat
that is

imposed upon in this samo way

poriona withing only
‘+ te make monsy, and who do it by
by their glib wik and
smoot mansers,

the eonsnal. Seo the avidity tarned the
she haa
tide of pablic sentiment in her neighb
with which youth, bow intell
orhood,
igent
to anything: that ia “oatehy ” to oFthegifted soever, takes #0 that, where a codple of years ago she could hardly
senses, acd how Ret an aadience, abe now baa
backward lo perceive moral or intatlecrual
many admirers, Wonld
beaaty. Is there wore mare imch heroic spirita
shows that from the «Mecth
in the profession !
ofein ear natu
haa
re
been
Wo need them,

r

THE

Sareea
LESSONS IH LISTENING.

wo quarters,

fallacy.

much

practice, till, out of the most cowplex surge
of

musio drama the beautiful, atriking bita of tone

himself comfortably and inerly in bie chair, satiafiod to

lot the sonorous wares with which the air of the con-

1
beltevein the practical and moral sdvantege of learn-

by @ ware from the ocean's bosom of mystery
.

beautifal sounds.

studont’s attention for two cogent reasons, viz.: first,

This is bathing in music and ie not

The swimmer bathes, but he

sleo secures exercise, and it is butter to ewim in music

than merely to lazily foat and lie in it, lax and languid.

The various kinds of music make 4 widely diverse ap-

peal to our natare which i eo marvelously complex,
There are compositions which quicken the pulses, set
the blood dancing, and stir ap rhythmio motions without

going farther, and at the other end of a long series we
find works, euch aa the fugues of Bach, the symphonies

of Beethoven, the music-dramas of Wagner, which chal-

ing how to subordinate one’s views, by studying the10!6
of accompanist,
7
believe in punctuality and regularity in my ordinary
engagements.
o
.

The question of intensity should be called to the

is submerged in the tingling, thrilling-atiatutug of tho

and profit may be attsined.

order,

figure can bo at once extracted, like tinted abells
cast up

cert hall is charged broak over and sround
bim till he

to swim in
faculties in
in superinof pleasure

1 beltev

musi, even from Yhe giant polyphonio climaxes of a of music, thatensthe Charoh is the real foster-mother
so itought to sanction only works of a high
Wagoor

Many! a concert-goor settles

wholly without use, but it is mech better
tausio. By actively exerting the mental
conjanction with the nerve sensations and
tendence of them far greater results both

J telione tm the value of becoming acquainted with
some ofthe leading principles of sister arts aiencaid
to better work in ovr own branch.

eighth, sixteenth, and four eighths and
# beld
that mere
eve
divplay {s of little moment. As
the like. These little diagrama should be made familiar
the quict.strea
theseepage, ‘bo the mnsio the mathowatieal thinking power of the pupil throogh clan's life must ms are nezally
not betosimply splash ob the surface.

Peorte are inclined to thiok that listening ie an easy,
Passive use of the wondrous auditory machinory which
the molding flager of Qod has.placed in our badies, but
hursfal

Fire notes: qpartes, ted to & rixteanth,

show three sixtecaths and a quarter Six notes: doited
olghth, sixtoonth, eighth, and ibreecights.
Seren notes
asarter, dotted

BY J08¥ 6. vax oLeTE,

this is»

ETUDE.

that it ie vitally important to the emotional expressiv
e

ness of all music, and, second, because it is inherenta
nd

fandamental

to the pianoforte»

The

name

7
belirve in being courteous to my fellow-laborers.

J belie
Tn’devoting
ok at least as muth time to the

“ piano-

forte" (soft loud) contains aperpetual exhortation to
the

emotional as to the technical work.

piano player tolove shading and to dote on accents.

The province of

music ought to lie more in the world of thought than in

Tatensities fall into five general classes, namely, firat

that of mete pasaing, sensual

gratification.
mezzo, that is, neither soft nor lond; on each side of
T believe in the forgiveness of our failures, if we rethis, loud '' f,"" soft ‘' p,”” and still farsher on the very
loud gard them as a warningtouso more care for the fatare.
“fF” and very soft “pp.” Though it may seem like
an
J believe in the communion of good teachers whereby
ex ra refiaemeat, it would be well it the teacher
en- interchange of thought acta to each other’s ultimate bendeavored to subdivide each of these five into the minor
efit.

gradations, thus making an aggregate of fifteen various

And I believein the everlasting life—i. ¢., the perma-

intensities, a number not by any means impossible to

nent good for the whole human raco—of every fine and

the sonorous wires of the modern grand piano,

mate master pieces keep’a firm hold apon the groand-

noble work that has been brought forth by the great
4, Tone color, which is thé spegial and peculiar pré=
‘composers of all times.
cultivated upon the piano, since it is possible te produce

and emotionally stimulating. A vast amount of piano
teaching falls short of a genuine musical quality bythe

predominant. The chiet exercise, however, forthe piano _
student's mind and ear must lead toward the recogni-

lenge the intensest exertion of all our highest faculties

of mind, beart, and soul.

Nevertheless, these consum-

Togative of the orchestra, may in some slight sense be

physical nerves, for they are tones in which euavity and sweetness are prominent and
sovorously besntiful as well as intellectually interesting othera in which stinging, tingling, silvery metal-clang is
work of the senses, the

extra emphasis which

it lays upon the mechanical acts

necessitated by the keyboard, acts which result in a form
of akill both difficult of attainment and beautiful to ob-

tion and rigid exclusion of all impure, harsh, and sensu-

ously ugly vibrations” An effort should be made to keep
attention well fixed upon the sounds elioited during all

MUSIOAL PRODIGIES,

4

Tax Lancet has published an articte on the ‘“Pathol-

ony of the Musical Prodigy,””

writes a corresponddat-of

She American Regiater, ofParis, and declares that there

Practice and, second, to train the mind in receiving, re- ig not an instance on record in which true greatness has
‘been attained by the ‘forcing system,” to which it
It can never be too often repeated that a ered at the doorway of the ear. Many special devices affects to believe the prodigy is subjected. Now, boyoud a few generalities aud some

servation ;yet this id only the outside of music.

The

vital germ of the precions art-work remains far within, ‘cognizing, and classifying the audible impressions deliv:

unattained.

a

bold assertions eagy of
technician is not necessarily a musician, That there is” have been suggested along this line, and to no part of
no absolute marriage -between the piano and virtuoso “musical edacation conld thoughtful inquiry be directed disproof, notascrap of evidence has been advanced to
vanity,—that the keyboard is not merely, per se, a kind with moreadvantage, The grafted fruit isthe best. Let show that pianoforte playing is injarions to a boy;
of idealized trapeze, we are certain from the fact that us upén thé sturdy stent of mechanical drudgery graft while, on phe other side, there ia abundant evidence

all great composers

with the single exception of R chard

Wagner were pianists,

x
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THE MUSIOIAN'SUREED.

Joseph Haydn, Clementi, Mozarh Béethoven, Weber,

Svbubert, Mendelegohn, Schumann, Chopin, Liztt.

These men could not only perform astonishing feats
of agility and strength, but-were great creators of bean“Tiful works. Much attention ought to be given by piano
teachers to developing in their pupils the sense of hearing and the art of fruitful listening.

A few of our more advanced teachers are beginning

to turn their attention to this aspectoftnusical pedagogy

and are inventing ingenious devices for the help of sta-

dents.

Tho culture of the ear should be applied to four

special sides of tone as an artistic substance. These
four are: os, pitch; b, daration; o, intensity; d, tone

color.

Under the first head, which is not only the most

thatthepigpianists enjoy excellent health.

the choice and budding twig of musical jmagination.

Look at the list: J. S. Bach,

roll of honor teems with the names of great musi-

cians who began life as musical prodigies. Take, for

example, Madame Schumann, one of the Snest of living

~

BY ALBERT W. BORST,.
T believe in masio oa a divine gift, insniring man to
thoughts of the good, lofty, and beautiful, and helping
“
him on the road to true happiness,
J delieve that he who is a priest in théTemple of Art
ought to uso every legitimate ¢ffort to obtain adherents to
‘i
this high standard of belief.
T believe in having every child encouraged to sing, and,

if possible, tgbe taught the elements of music,

All art

is a disciplingdpén of the mind,
I believe in $ho doctrine of work, whereby alone one

Pianists, who came out at Leipsic as a prodigy of eight
as far back as 1828, and is still a busy teacher. Take
Liezt, who appeared at Oldenburg in 1820 aa a prodigy
of less than fine, and at the tolerably ripe age of seven-

ty four played the pianoinLondon in a manner which
weall know. Take Rubinstein, who had a concert tour
before he was ten; Joachim, who made bis début at
Pesth at the mature age of seven; Arabell
d,
who at six became a pupil of Kalkbrenner

had to

practice for two hours a day; or, if it be desirable to go
farther back, take Clementi, who was a church organist

when he was nine; or, instancing a few leading men of

the present time, Mr. F. H. Cowen, who published hia
important but the most dificult, syatematic drill should
firet waltz at the age of six; Sir Arthur Sallivan, who
be applied to tones first singly, the differences of pitch .can be of nse ttone’s fellow men.
played the clarinet as a boy, and published an anthem
being stadied in those which are immediately together
J believe in the early development of ear-training, at‘when
he was thirteen; Sir Jobn Stainer, who was or
in tho series.
tention to phrasing, and all that tends to make the pupil Sanist of St. Benedict and St Peter at thirteen; and
b, The characteristic sensation of intervals, that is of something more than a mere musical box.
Dvdiék, who played the fiddle in his native villege as 8
two tones heard together and mntually

other, should be minutely memorized.

modifying each

Third, the more

diffi alt task of analysing chords of three, four, and five
Fotes abould be attacked, and, lastly, the power todiscover
Key relationahips and their coontlees flactuations, When

(has mach has been dono it ie 8 matter comparatively

easy to learn absolute pitch, at least with tolerable per:
fection, though tho skill atained by a titer may not-do

necessary even for a consummate ‘masician,

Now lot

the popl be carefully drilled in recognizing
e ecore or

more of the moat tmportaat tdne Sgures, beginning with
groapa of three notes and not going higher then soren.

A

and

amplen, [ sll mention a few of the moat distinct

aften oeed

tone

Ggarea,

Theres

note:

I believe in the duty of studying all forms which
serve to build up att, but J believe in giving attention to

the outward signs, in order to point out what is implied
by them.

eminent men, from Lloyd, Mass, and Sims
downward, who have been choir boys, It the
kind: songs, inetramental solos,—especially chamber’ or any other paper, has d>surplas sympathy
masic, and orchestral eymphonies.
Aleo in advancing young, it might be employed for the benefit
the cause of music by attending lectures and conventions errand boys, who labor ten hours a day for less

and reading the best gritcles in our musics! journals,

J deldevs that the musician should be cosmopolitan in
the choice of atudy-pleces for bis pupila
He who
constantly trampa Uo same,road, sees little of tho moremonie of the outside world.
1 delfers in doing my almost to foater the imagination,

and dotted q vases ted ta sighth followed by two eightha.,

aa withoot this git any bigh realieation in art ts impas-

Pour motes: aigteenth end three qnarters; and qsarter,
Awa eighiha, aud aq oaster aed dotted quarter, eighth and

very young is. further exemplified by the number of

~_ I delieve in ligt@ning attentively to good music of avery

dotted

sighth, xizresoth, asd eighth; alo triples of sighthe,

boy of seven,
*
- ae
That the close study of miusic does not hurt even the

aidte,

T belicvor in socking,

:

whenever

from ths workiagy of antara.

posible, inspiration

:

many ebillings a woek.—The Leader.

Reeves
Lancet,
for the

of tiny
than as

In théir frat learning of notes they shall beteught the
great parpose of muaio, which is to aay a thing that you
mosn deeply, in the strongest and clearest posable way ;

and they shall never bo taught to sing what they don't
moan.

They shall beable 'tosing ‘morrily when they ere

happy, and earnestly when they are ned.

“
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BRANCH OF PIAHO TEAQuING,

BY sea

woom,

production is tollowed by ao

spirit

[tis eqaally

trad

thet

period of theoretical

with

this analytical

goes hand in hand an increaved
poddgogical
activity, Ey will scarcely be disput
ed

ETUDRE.

shoulders,tallthe oufpeis thashieplayie

g laa6,aud
cocanwbile perwanding bidiealf that
he haa dewe ail tht
tands in hip power~seleet o now
pleee, Perhaps be

will consule

Tr it ia trae thatia the history of au
srim period of crea:
tive
aualyuis,

HE

Se

himself by the toad

future time the pupil's hearkmay be hope that at nome
touched by the life the Proloogeti
on ls only minute, an almost impercepti
giving breath of mualote power {
thatt
ble
chance will fall from bis spiritual eyes, andhe ecalee per lingering, equalized, moreover, in mopt casen by slightly
the
darko
nsa
sccels
raliog
the less important members of the
be turned into light How, or when,
group,—
thie mirecle aball needa be expeci

tako pleoo he little troubles himeol
f about,

Sometimes,

ally emphasized.” Agiin, isdlat
ed and
brilliant ascending

passages require an increase in
speed
fow decades the prerogative pedago that to the Inst ifthe popil oan boprevailed apon to bring himeelf ua, ss woll as an increa
se in loudness, while descending
applied. For the tendency to discovergicnewmay fily be dor th constant influence of good musio well interpreted, Passages of the seme
character become more impressive
ways of im- the dormant aced may bo fruotified, his musica
parting executive proficioncy has never
before in the ‘tion may bogin to oxpand end to gain strengl imaging. if slightly retarded. Ascending melodic sequences,
bistory of music bean equalled. Such indeed
th,
But however, are frequently rende
has beon how fow are these musically converted ;and how
red with increasing breath
the advance wade
many,
in this direction that it has becom
e

Poasible for individuals of not more

on the other side, are the musically
dead in apirit!

than average aptiWhy not extend the guiding hand to the
tade to secure n degree of finger dexterity
weak? Why
formerly
not offer him the staff, artificial aud
in the reach of
slonder aait may
only 9few excoptionally gifted virtuoswithbe,
whervo
i,
n
to
try
the first tentative stops? Why leave
This, however cannot be said to
fully embrace all to chance what by painstaking
care can be safely predethst which the
now Prevailing art of teaching
has added

to the transmitted time- worn system
s of instruc

tion,
The term Technic has become enlarg
ed in quite another direation.
Not mere dexterity, namely, is its

Present object, but thanks to the
combined

many, smong whom

cfforts of

the American fraternity of teache
rs,
Mason st head, stands foremost,
technic has come to
to mean, over

and above mechanical kill, the

ability to
Pprodace all tone shades necessary
to interpretation in its
highest

termined? Surely the excuse that our
syatem of notation is inadequate to fully convey the
intentions of the
composer cannot exonerate the teache
r for leaving undone what by proper means might
be accomplished.

Thia very excuse is the atrongest argume
nt why he
should
supplement what is wanting.

In the course of theinstruction hour,
can be done
in two ways. By illustration through this
actual perform.
ance,

and by communication of
sense, to prodac¥ijin other worda what
we all principles, governing expressive
the best results will follow if the
Bat ie the final goal already reached.wh
en wo have bined, will scarcely be doubted.
imparted to
know as Musical Touch.

the Young art disciple the

Wility to perform

to 4 faultless manner passages briotling
with difiiculties, and to draw

the general rules, or
interpretation, That

two means are com-

Since, howeve

r, she
professional teacher, only in rare instan
ces, can command
the time

a they approach the melodic clima
x

Tt becomes of importance when giving

these general
directions, and others Which apply
to special caees
merely
, to call the pupil's attentior-to

the fact that,
while they conveya broad trath,
they still apply with
greatest force to slow lyrie movem
ents, In rapid. pieces

the rhythmical propensities predo

e to a oe
which make a frequent interroptionminat
of the rhythmic

current, amounting to a violent baulking
of the expecta-

tion, degenerate into mere carica
ture,

This,

however,
must not be taken as impairing in
any way the intrinsic
vafue of these rales. Expressive
music in the troe
sense, that is to say, ‘music which
possedes that epeaking quality which sets the innermost
fibers of our being
to vibrating, which seems to becom
e the
hearer more than the utterance of the utterance of the
performer or comPoser,—expressi

ve musicas we find it in a Beeth
oven
adagio or in a Chopin nocturne,
ia with prefe

rence in
slow time, So far, then, from detracting
from their value,
they are merely limited to their
Proper’ sphere, where

to keepat his fingers’ end a repert
ory.
comprising the entire list of his teachi
ng pieces, and they are of the most
signal importance,
since one or even a repeated hearin
g of a sdlection
All factuations, moreover, be they
imagined, for higher in- woald not be guffici
ent to impress upon the pupil’s mind
terpretation. And yet, after all,
dynamical, aro relative. A crescendo rhythmical or
how utterly helpless in more than the mere
general emotional tone of the piece,-prescribed in a
60 Many cases is he to put to actual
passionate movement may within
use what bas been oral communication sugges
the brief space of afew °
acquired by his long and arduo
ts itself as the most practic:
us Isbor. He possesses able and the
measut
es
CBrryus from the most delicate piani
most time saving expedient through which
the tools, but, alas, he does not
ssimo to
the most tempestnons climax. The
know how to handle to reach the end in
view.
same ins tranquil
them. His fingers have the abilit
a
piece
y to produce melody,
deman
ds merelyasubdued mezzo forte.
These rules may bertlivided into
real expressive melody ; but
The protwo clagses; those

from the chary piano a deep soulfa

l
We have provided him, it ia true,
with the tools,
the most excellent that can be
tone?-

the mind, which in the last

which deal with rhythmical flactuations
instance determines the artistic characte
, and those that
ref@perfor- “deal with dynamical nuance
mance; is unable to dictate to
s. ©For in the right distribathem
that

which constitutes
expression, because it has not been
taught what it is that

Constitutes expression.

tion of rhythmical and dynamical light and shade

alone
differs an expressive interpretation from
the merely cor-

rect rendition,

That the dynami

And can expression be taught,
cal shadi
not musical feeling a divine spark, ita will be asked? Ig meagure an indispensable requirement of exp:
fre¢
gift,
playin
laid
g
down
is
genera
lly recognized. Both,
in the infant's oradle,

or then forever denied? To
this
mast be replied that the highest
excellency in any avenue
of-human activity can never
be reached by teaching

alone.

No amount

of instruction can make a great’ phi\ logopher, a great poet, ora
great statesman. Bat from
this it does
dowment

not follow that a child of only ordin
ary encannot be taugh
t to think logic

ally, to comPose a good letter, or have
8 sound opinion in matters
of politics. Lt the highest
excellency is beyond the ken
of instructien, a reasonable
amount of Proficiency can
most assuredly be attained
by wise and persistent training, and where

ther

eisexisting d/native germ,
ver
oagnificant apparently
, the solicitons hand howe
ef the
may in time

skilled’ gardener
flower,

produce

besutifal

often prove of much
help io im-

Pressing on the pupil's mind at
least the genoral character

Of the prevailing mood.

But where

ver this ienot Practicable, ad. ferent course to
us
be
puran
ted, And this course
Conmista

in egdeavoringtomake
the pupil's performance,
by meana of word and examp
le,

it

is only
& normal level, an increase.
a short step to the acquirement of
of effort, and are accordingly render
free, spontaneous exed with increasing press
ion.
strength... Descending sequences,
identified with an apOne danger, however, is sure to prove
proach toward o point of depart
fatal to the ata relaxation of tainment of an
effort, are given with diminishing ure,
impregsive sijle of playing nawely, the
strengt
h.
‘Thig
rule,
~pernicious habit to select pieces which
the most fandamental and the most
are
technically
widely applied rule beyond
the pupil's ability, and whose conten
of musical expression, holds good
ts are beof melodic motion in yond his"me
ntal grasp, Perfectly correct rendit
its narrower and in its most extend
ion of
ed meuning. Each all diffcu
bies of technic, phrasing, ete., is absolu
motive has its melodic dynamic
climax, centering geuertely
its higheat note,; which, theref
ore, muat be
into stronger relief. Each Phrase
again reaches
on a more extended scale, which is
confined

to its highest note, but to its
highest motive,
accents likewise, usually indica
ted by visible
aigas if demanded, are found
to fall with preference on
the highes notes of melodic Broups
. Instances which

fail to conform to this rale are compar
atively few, and
in no wise detract from its value ‘Ss
aw almoat unfailing
guide to natural and effective rendit
ion,

and senghontality.

it ie necessary to

lead to. toapacriam

Tt eannat be diaput

ed that playing
tn eigid time ie ae. fecompatiblo
with musical expression

indlepensable before the study of expression
can be undertaken

with the least semblance of paces. As long
as the mind ia preoccupied by the detaile
of execution
igher wuithetical’ faculties in order.to secife

But if this danger is studiously
@ the course here indicated faithfully
and
eatiypurated, the half hidden spark
of musical

feeling slambesing in every trae lover of masio
will in

time surelybe kindled intoa bright
flame,
of “advanced players,”’ we santot conceal

selves, will thereby bocome thitied.

The ranks
it from our-

But, after all, what
has advanced playing as currently
understood to do with
mosic—

stusic pure and simple?

ss playing with © unilorm degrde of loudne

rs. There in,
aa tho saying goos, a0 music
without Ume; but co more
Gan there

be ecpreariog

—" Laat yeaterday, somewhere betwee

tiunle in\ perfectly stzict time” suneat, two
perkapa, bet without
n sunrise and
& trace of The moat oarofad
sT&paibesié glow, the teach
golden howre, each set with sixty
dyoamion! shadin
er will Probably ghrog bis
diamond
wa pbrete itadesived charwcter g ofien tila to give mitatos, Na reward offered, for they are
gone forever,”
otlong#4 the tempo is

foal manner,

,

Playa a selection in adry
, meohan-

No doubt it

fase and

more than in apy
other direction there existe ereat
danger of oxaggeratiod, which, if not avoided, is
sure to

Bai right bere lien the weak
point in corrent pinno
Ifa papil

chief aim of a study of expression,

detailed illustration on special inata
cending sequences, be they of.a melodi
nces, his
c char
‘mind in time learns to feel intuitively
merely brilliant ornamental Passages,
what treatment
are interpreteby
d Gch passage requires; and this
the mind as a removal from
once reached,

ne muck ne possible like
the ideal which atandsbeto
With regurd to fluctuations of tempo,
re the teacher's mind,
trastin “observe the utmost
caution, since here

Remchiag.

amount of retardation in a rapid mov@m
ent

would
betray ill taste.
Discretign, therefore, in the use of
these nuances, ined
anor recognition of the rela‘ tive importance of the
8 conspiring to a whole, must
be the

ide laborious task to lead a pupil 60 that he
cendoes and decrescendoes, as well
may diss
ag accents, aré not, crimiaste where
, and in what Proportion, to employ
to be employed in a ‘haphazard way,
but are largely de-. rhythmical and
dynam
pendent on the direction of the melodi
ical
light
and shade, Bat by proc motion.

. ally in
The task to arouse the latent
emotional faculties, it brought
needs hardly be said, ig
not withont difficulty,
Musical climax
feeling. it in clear, pannot through
worda be directly im- not only
parted, although 9 Suggestive
title, or a well adapted Budden
Poetical picture ‘hay

correctly

“

~

longation of a note of great melod
ic weight likewise
may be quite considerable in a slow
piece, while the
same

Horace Mann.

+
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IX MUBIO TEACHING,

wat of sae hook.

BY Oe. atuex,

My pupils always come promplly t the Theory

Tuts article is welttea aot tor the fow fortunate and
gifted teachere who hare aet with success in their own
ways and methods of teachMhg, but for the thousands of

well quatitied but poor and struggling touchora in onr

smaller citios and towns, who feel that they are not enocvasful and who wiah to know how to get, and—having
gotten them—how

to keop muaio

pupils, to go interest

them that their music study will be s pleasure to them,
and at the same time to please their parents and mske

thom foel that their money is well spent.

For tho benefit

of thse teachers I will tell of » way which has proven

successful with me in keeping 9 class thus interoated and
the parents always in he:.ony with the work,
Tn the first place I endeavor to be generous.

Parents

are quick to appreciate any little genorosity which may

be shown them both in money matters and in time, and
sm oocasional odd lesson coming perbaps at vacation

time, which I_have given free and not obarged to
the

they have perfeat freedom in the Theory room, hut Tee,
tho etamp of the following, which the mother of one of

talking je done until the harmony ¢xercises are all writ-

wy popile brought to me recently: " Biegél's Grand

Interemting blackboard work, questions and answers,

Waves," and '' Maiden's Prayer.”

ton and corrected ; a0 anzions are they toget to
the more

oto., and with the prospect of a game at the end if
the

work ie well done, theywork like little beavers.

T think no one would have doubted the success of a
Theory Clasa conducted upon thia plan, could he have

looked in upon my clase last Saturday morping ;some

of the little ones, in their eagerness to work rapidly and
well, had slipped from their chairs, dropped upon their
knees, pencil in hand, with the blank music book on the
floor in front of them, entirely oblivious of anything bat

, the work in hand.
‘
Once a month, instead of the regular work, a “Theory

Recital ” is given & which each pupil plays some piece
or 6‘ude, usually from memory, and at the end of each

quarter an evening “ Musicale,"

teacher—a most excellent musician—who never, if pos-

Saturday morning class and see what work is being done.
That which is learned willingly is usually well learned,

I have in mind one

No, 2 wewally brings mattere between parent and

a

Clan, teach
toa
er
heads The parent wavia the child ‘tanght
are seldom abseat or oven late; they come with bight,
pieces, and states this fectand the style of pieces in
hoppy faves and sot towork with the greatest ene:
-tngistakable language, Tho pieces will probably be of

regular account, or a little extra time on the lesson hour,

has always been appreciated.

RSS

thewrssgmotive antfaleideasoftheparent.Rerlta

have retolted bed they teow eeqaired tostudy the
sane

Parents and friends are always welcome to visit the

March ;"" “Peaches

and Cream

Waltz; ’’ “ Silvery
Sach aweetmeate—

adulterated trash—will never make s musiciah. Yet this

desire is the logical outcome

parent

of the falie idea of the

The one thing is dependent

on the other.

Plainly if the disoase lies with the parent, then with the

Parent must begin the remedy. The parent’s blunder
arises from his iggGrance of the trae beauty of music;
therefore the remedy I suggest, and which will have its

‘yeflex action on the pupil, is, “ edacate the parents.” .
But how?
Firgt, have's confidential talk with the
mother or father, perhaps both. I haveknown much
good come of a teacher having w good understanding
with the parents.

Let the teacher, with all the tact and

finesse at bis command,explain his simain teaching and
his desire to make a good musician of his pupil. Show
how that trashy music will never help tothis end, but

good music will. The parents naturally wish their child
to get on well, and also wish to do the beat for her. Let
and this basproven with me the most successful way of the teacher
enlist their confidence and help, and all will
teaching my pupils something about harmony, mysical
be well,

sible, gave more than the exact money's worth ;charged

her pupils full price for their sheet music and studies,

snd showed in many ways that money was the prime
tly she could never

. object in her tesching; conse,

history and the composers whose works they are studying, at the same time making the work enjoyable, And

keep her pupils for any lengt® of
time, and after trying
several different cities and towns, always meeting with

that it is enjoyable is very evident, one little girl remark:

the same result, finally gave up her teaching entirely,

Having succeeded in gaining permission to continue

instruction in his own way, the teacher will bend all his
energies to his pupil. Educate eye, ear, aid hand.
Make every piece a study. Select at first piecesof decided rhythm and inelody, and gradually lead up tp

ing the other day that she,could “‘ hardly wait for Theory
One thing to which I attribute the goodly share of Day to come,” and the rest seem equally interested,
euccess which I think has been mine in music teaching, The class ia dismissed at twelve o'clock, but is
at liberty higher forms of composition. Teich theory, the eleis my Theory and Harmony Class, which meets every to remain until half-past twelve o'clock,
Ny
a liberty of which ments of harmony. Show the innate beauties
of each
Ssturday morning from eleven to twelve o'clock, and is they are not slow to take advantage.
compodition studied. In short, make a musician of the
free to all pupils of about fourteen “years of age and
The children are interested and the parent ard” ‘pupil. .
uvder, They each come with »blank music book in pleased ; the pupils receive a free lesson each week,
ra reach thexe }
while’ . There ‘gre 8 few ways to more directly
:
which a harmony exercise is written, the smaller ones it takes but one extra hour of the teacher's time,
which parent, which may be briefly suggested :—
writing simple chordg, intervals, scales, etc. It takes will not be a loss in the end, for it will bring
many new
1. Have descriptive recitals, which have been ‘prebut a few moments % look over these exercidéy, cross pupils, .
viously described in these pages. Do not forget that a
out the mistakes and have them corrected, the same
liking for-severely, classical music will not be ecquired
exercise to be transposed into different keys until
HOW TO REAOH THE PUPIL,
all at once,bat
satbe led up to by degrees.
thoroughly understood, and a short exercise assigned
7
ST 2. Give
BY NELLIE M. HAM,
fs yourself. Let the pupils prepare short
to be written at home for the next lesson, The pupils
“
a
biographies of the composers whose works you perform,”
are not required to buy a harmony book, but exercises
Four ‘R's. t
Call attention to the beauties and characteriatics of the
are taken from a number of different harmony books
Has any teacher thought of the re:
composition.
that I have in my music room.
After the regular har- have for giving their children lessong? A:
8. Give short lectures on musical subjects, either in
mony work a few moments are devoted to ear training.
reason explains how so much of the teachi
carefal, connection with @ocjtals or separately, Much good has
Several notes, short runs, arpeggios, etc., are played
conscientious work appeats to be lost?)
been done parents in this way, especially in small towns,
upon the piano, the pupils all listening ;then certain
Of Sourse, we, aa teachers, say “ Music igthe holiest where musical
culture and interest are frequently at a
ones called upon to write the same upon the blackboard.
of arte, It is a help in developing the emotional, eathet- . low ebb.
Some of the little ones pick this up very quickly, and ic, and religious
nature, and should be atadied to these
4. Assist in getting up some good concerts in your
after hamming over the notes will write them correctly. ends,” But alas! if
we ask the average parent his neighborhood, and make it your business
to see that the
the first time,
reason, what will we hear? something after this style: parents of your
pupils as well as the pupils themselves
Then there are ueuallyafew events in the life of some
‘Oh! I want my danghter to play in public ; ’* Music attend, Taste
is greatly cultivated by hearing good
great musician written upon the board to be copied by is
a fashionable accomplishment ;’” I should like my
music, If possible, give the pupila beforehand an out
sil the pupils in their Blank books, and atudied during daughter
to
beable
to
entertain
my
friends,”
etc., in -line of what they will hear,
require their
the week, to be questioned upon the following Saturday varying
phrases, but all tending to one thing,—musio is impressions of what they heard,Afterward
and how much they remorning; aleo, lista of musical terms, the definitions to learned
for the sake of display, or, as Hindel’s father member of it,
be written out by the pupile, then

the terma erased and

supplied again by the pupils, according to the definitions,

Then come questions and anewers from one pupil to
another in
regard to eventain the life of any composer

they may have studied + photographs of all the
old
mastera”being at hand, add to the interest,
A ahort

article is sometimes read aloud to the pupils from
Tay

Erope, or musical anecdote from some of the works
at

hand.

OF course, oll these things may Dok come up overy
‘‘Thoory Day," but as many different exercises
as pos-

sible are taken ap in the Brat. holf orthree-quarters
of kn

hoar.

Then, if the work has beon well done and the
queationa

anawered promptly, the reat of the timo
ja
devoted to some musical game. Ehare several different

expressed it, ‘ mere entertainment and pleasure.”

noticeable.

and it ia just a8 true in music. Of course, the teacher, Aeany, descriptive character. ‘Satarate both parent and

in beginning, inatractiod, will try to cultivate the ear

and inner musical eéiixe. Ho will place importance on
@ good touch and tone production. He will try to impross his pupil with a senge of the dignity, beauty, and
grandeur of music, Bat all these things are Greek to

thing aboot musical notation aad acquiring &knowledge

feacher's carofisl effort to do tre teaching in well-nigh

Some of my tule

papils talk among tbetiasives about the great mesibinnn

in quite a biaaterty way, sed

yet (t hae all been learned

Gav -uationaly ang) io a pleasant way, #hile mony
wold

.Possibly some parents will subscribe for Tae

Erups. If not, lead. They will ba torn? Ob! yes, but
20 thatter, you will be doing good. Require pupils to

though the parent may never have atated his reason, can
d certain articles, I frequently write questions which
judge it correctly, It ie a truth well known that our: require théarticle
tobe read, in ordertobé answered
work soon deteriorates if the motive thereto is ignoble ; /eorrectly. Lend any masical worke, especially any of a

kinds of | Masical Agthora,” also‘ Masical Dominoe
s,”

of musinal biatory qaite earprising,

pupils,

Indeed, by these results the teacher, -al-:

the pareat; they cannot be displayed, so he wants none
of them, What he does want is, a few fingor ‘exercises,
to be supplemented by an unlimited diet of pieces; and

‘ Allogeando,"' ete, whieh the popila take
the greatest
delight in playing, thus learning witrwat effort
some-

5, Circulate musical literature in the homes of your

Now thia reason is, of course, grafted into the’child,

and ia productive of certain results, which ate soon

pupil With musical knowledge and ideas. {Do not for.
got tocall on theparents occasionally,—in short,educate
the parents

in every’ possible way.

Probably each

taacher gan discover dew ways for himeelf.

An immense amount of work ? Oh! yes, bot was any.

thing worthy ever accomplished without it? And this
brings us.to the last R, Reward.

Not money.

No, it

can bat partially recompense us for antiring vigilance.
ho Judgos tho tencher’s ability by tho nomber of pieces “Bat
the knowledge of having educated a namber of in-

the

ohild

can

play.

What

woader,

thea, that:

the

dividuals who im torn will diffase their taste and knowl:

edga throvgh tho oommanity, and assist in raising

usclomt? He has hie popil but slaty eninutes in the week

wai to a bigher stacdend tbrougbout the country,
eed of making sxmrooth paths fir teaobers, who may

Reali Nol, the child's wotive ia Wrong, csated by

and, fellow-teachers, ia itnot worth striving for?

Whereis to makeeeimprvssion, while the parcat's dally,
hourly indlucmos isehtirety ia the Opposite directing, come afier yoa in fatere yeara,—sbia
isOur reward,

°

SE PS SESTEE EY

TH
Iu Bs incepatility ta appreciate the compesitio
nsof
Mls comtemperaries Hublastoin wad absolut
wee
ely sincere,
The were fact of his acknowledging
pond to the ex:
thie
ifity
actually shows the honesty of hie character tnempmb
sod
continous
and convicn
Hoos, since it waa a bears thing fora man of hia
position
The famous C Mejor Symphony of
to fy in the taco of the ackndwiedged
Sebubert, the
oheriahod Aroateat of the Beethoven rympho
idene of bia contemporaries, if for no otherandreaaon
niet, with some pieces,
thaa
of
Mozart
and
Schuma
nn,
were
for fear of ridicule; and Ribinatein was not a man
him never failing
to sourera of pure delight. In contradtoistinct
“brave ridicule if he could by any means
ion tu thie, it
honorably oa- wes really astudy to watch bim
sit outa piece of Wagcapo it,
ner's with bead bent, immovable, remaining indifer
Rubinstein himeclf was sometimes puzzled,
eat
even to the exouement of those around him.
more than wore others, by his antipathy to the
music of
Tt was strange that, Uke Chopin,
hie contemparari
Rubinstein
es;

question, he

self,

and once, when discussing this

to me, '' I cannot anderstand it or

I can seemingly explain it only by supposingmy-I

was born too soon

or

too late.’!

The real explanation lies, however, in the fact
that
Rubiost

had an

antipathy to.Liezt.

“‘Liezt 1" said Rubinstein to me once, with a shrog
of
conlempt,
‘ He isa comedian,”
In Rubinstein’s eyes,tobe a comedian
was

the greatein's genius was essentially lyrical and subjects eat of all sing, Of all men be bated deeply anything insincere
or
falee. Time and time again he spoiled his own
ive. He never tried to paing&the human
emotion
tone-colore, as Wagner did. He invariably sang s in artistic euccess by reasonofhis bluntness
andoutspokenabout
ness,
Anythi
ng that Rubinstein ever said to you—
them, and of them, without ever thinking of creatin
g
“provi
ded
always
you were nota woman,
their musical prototypes. With him it wae song
firet ® compliment—yoa could rely upon as and the epeech
and song last and song always. Therefo
coming atraight
re, he differed frem bis beart, and aa
being absolutely the mirror of bia
from Wagner and failed to understand him,
feeling
s.
He
could
not lie or prevarieate, nor could be
Tt was a subject Rubinatein’s intimat
e friends fre- even atter

quently discuseed with him, and many
were the battles

fought in the cause.

RUBINSTEIN : THE MAN AND TEE MUSIC
IAN,
BY ALEXANDER MSARTHUR,
Wirn the death of Anton Rubinstein has
been broken
one ofthe last and strongest links bindin
g as to the musical

history of the ‘middle and early parts of this cenAsachild in Paris, Rubinstein met aud ployed
Chopin

tury,

to
, As a youth in Berlin he knew, persona
lly,
Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer, -Liezt and
Glinka were
his intimate friends all through manhoo
d, Techaikow-

sky may be said to have studied under,
Petersburg Coneervatory, And in
the

him at the St.
sixties and sev-

enties, when Rabinatein traveled from
city to city like a
conquering hero, here producing his Operas,
there enthralling the hearts of thousands by
hia unparalleled

playing, he was living and working throug
h the same
years that saw the recognition of Wagner
’s extraordi-

nary genius. -

fe

a

- Rubinstein's fascinating personaNty
was welcomed on

all sides.

In the court life of Russia he played
a prom-

inent part, directing the amateur
forces of the brilliant
and gifted Russian arietoc

racy that formed 8 coterie aur-,
rounding the Grand Duchess Helen;
sod in the art life
of 8.

Petersburg he was one of the ‘governing spirita,
Outside of Russia, in every city of Europe

his genius
quickly won bim recognition, and
with the exception of

Liszt no

other masician

of the century

was

rounded by men and women of brains and positioso
n,
Notwithsta

the conventional falsehoods of every-day

On one occasion he grew posi-

"tively angry, and cried out, with bis usual impatient
toas
of the head
:—
2
“You find it good; I do not, Waguer
has sent music
to.the devil and to chaos. He has beon origins
! at the
expense of true art, and all” who follow
him—since not
one in a thousand will have his clever
ness—will find

great and noble

ness and darkness.

Ae for

eitrifices,—such sacrifices as only Liszt

could: make,—could gone be eure of them,
Liszt was an enigma and a puzzle.

themselves in the end only doomed to wander in a wilderness of barren
produce nothing that can live.

sbcial life.
Lirzt, a brilliant man of the world and
a born courtier, was the direct antithesis of
this.
No human
being, even his most intimate friends, could
ever be ture
of Liezt’s real feelings. Only when
he made sacrifices,
Bat the real

He never forgot the

world; therefore his words and sttions
were more or

lees all spoken and arranged for the gellery.

Their labors will

All hia

busi- lite be posed, gnd posed excellently; and it was thia
hess you all rave over, what is it? Wherethiaismotive
its beautyP merked characteristic of his personality that made Ru.
Can one call it ‘art? Must a singer
binstein, near
come on

the

boards with his photograph pinned off
his breast in the
shape of amotive? No, and again no.
It is false; and”

as were the relations of the two great art:

ista at one time, distrust him.

so I can only regard it.”
3
When it comes to a matter of opinion emphatically

Antipathy ia one of the most curious and
inexplicable
attributes of the human character, When
it arises from
nationality, it is stronger than reason and
stronger than

diffidglt to remove;

another to some careléea or thoughtless acticn in
youth,

expressed by a great, man, all arguments
must cease,’ will—it defies explanation:
singe of all things a great man's rooted Opinion
is most the beginning of an ant

it ceems to stick.

case.

the more one works at it, the

This was certainly,go in Rubi

closer

He disliked Wagner intensely, and was singitrein’s
in

hie dislike,

It was a positive pain for him to eee

his pus

pile or those who surrounded him become
Wagner en-

thusiasts; and enthusiaste all who admire
Wigner:are
bound to become.

I have many times seen hin ‘sit

jbut very often we can trace
y in one great man toward

end such I (hink was the case in that of Rubinst
ein.
|
* Asa boy Liszt was Rubinstein’s ideal... In
his menrer
of ying his hands, sitting at the pianoforte,
and tossing
back bis hair, Robinstein imitated enthusi
aatically the
great Hongerian
janist; and when he'found himaclf
next to pennilessin Betlin’ on the death
of bia father,

the symphony concerts in perplexed wonder, listeni at and forced to shift
for himself to gain daily bread, be
ng
to the thundering applause that followed a Wagne
r pum- hastened to Vienna to Gnd Liszt, believing that the latber.

« He seemed unable to grasp the rearon, and surely ter would acknowledge the kinship of art
between them,
and pat him

there 'was absolutely no sham in his dislike
: it came

from his very goul.

sur

It must, however, be remembered that
against

ne should
follow, as a masician, or perbaps
it is better to Bay B88
musical thinker, Rubinstein wassin
gularly old-fashioned

few artists whose personal dislikes were
limited.

on the highway to recognition end fortune.
As it happened, Rubinstein must have errived at an in.

Opportune moment;

Wagner
for Liezt diemiesed the young artist
the man and Wagner the composer—even when
half with the assurance that
nding this, and the coneequent catholicity Europe
must make his way anaided,
was abusing bim—Rubinstein never uttered a which Was certainly coldhe comfort
and broadness of ideas which one
to one whom very
would imagi

avd non progressive in his ideas,

His veneration for the classics was
almost fanatical,
and
for him thé last word had been
said in music when

Chopin Inid down his pen.

In the genius of hie con-

temporories he had absolutely no
belief.

The

word,

He was utterly above this.

He was one of the

Tewas

sgainet Wagner.the innovator and teacher
that he spoke,
To Rubinatein art was essentially a cause,
and gening

was gréat only when it laid s stepping-stone
for those

who followed. A great nome had
nO attractions for
him. He thought it greater to be the founder
of the St,
Petersburg Conservatory than to be
Rubinstein the

compositiona of Berlicz he considered wild
and unsatisfactory ; Pianist-composer.
Wagne
in

In this he was essentially
r he dishked ;Liszt ax a composer had
no place and locking in egotiom, Thergfore, when heunselfish
hia reepect; and be looked askanc
waxed
e at Techa

ikowsky.
Remembering Rubinstein's position
aa a composer, at

wroth

against

Wagner,

it was ‘simply because

he be-

lieved Wagner's influence pernicious
frat glance a certain sequence of ideas would
for the future of
lead one art.
to suspect that the Thevitablo jealoney commo
nly up
For the famous composers of the latter half
pored to extat betwoan ‘two of
ofthe last
a teado
bottom of thie Bat any auch suspicion " wae at the century and the begining of tbia,—Haydn, Mozart,
wrongs Rabin. Boothoren, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Glinka,
stein. He was nota man of that
Schumann,
Fortour yeara and Chopin, inclading the father and
Umodied hia modes of thought andsort.
foreranner of ali,
character ealoutely. the immortel Jobsno Sebast
Teaw bia in many trying positions,
ian
Bach,—
Rabing
lein bad
and was ofien sur & positive adoration, Tt
pracd Ta fad how hile aatasde
was a lovely thiog ta tee him
things, eapecially per: enjagethair marie.
How intense pleasur waa really
sonal cromern, die arted
rare
the errenit of hie fon vigtion
to wits. He sorted to at jay with eavory
n,
agi how free be war frocn thoes y pasty
neree and
jealow
tia
Sher
ped
at
bis
betbg.
His
whole
body vibemtod, as it aero,
weak oetan too often tated ia the eharecter
of artiewe,
to the ehythio of the pices, Thronghout
greek or amall.
ie playing bis
euclamations of joy were accompanied with
« brighter:

hunger had driven to seek protection, especially as Liezt

himeell bad received hospitality at the hands of
the Ra-

binsteine in Moscow." | Of course, Lirzt did
not mean to

act cruelly, and later, when he found Rubinstein living

in an attioin dire poverty, he atoned forall this;
but
youthful impressions are strong.and the young Russian‘
s
sensitive feelings bad been wounded too de
cure,

Hence, probably, hiaantpatby.

Later in hfe all proofs

of Bienyitip on Liszt's part were unavailng.

In dire

necessity Litat had failed him, and Rubinstein did
ot

forget it, nor could any'h ng mske him believe
in the

sincerity of the great Hungarian artiat,

There is no doubt, algo, that at times Liest was capa-

ble of great haureur in his dealings wil bis broiNer artlata; and it waa thia, ondoodtedly, that caused the eplit
in the Chopin
Lisat iriendsbip.

Lirzt'n meddl ng with bia

Chopin could not stand

ions, and Liezt wes
papard:nably egotistical in composit
ihe
displayed stself in
anotbers form teward Rubiosicis It—that
of eriuciam,
Livat probably meant well toward the yoong
Rossian
composer, and his advice was at all Gmes excellent
tha woricrable hautenr-of tone throughout keenly; bat
anpoyed Robinsteis :all the more ao, aa ko had tithe faith
in Lista’s eriticiate. Ot coarse, the
result was inevitable.
— Century Magazinx.
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a
A LETTER TO PARENTS.

4

UY EDWakD Yow abELuDe.

Festive convinced that all parents are anxious to

ETUDE.

155

the very beginaing. Hut how ie that possible ff
the As long as the prpll feels thas, thé
Se difSoull hee
Piano ia out of tune wad oat of repair? If your
plano oughs s0t tobeallowed, less’ urged, to
Perform it before
is otd, bot of a firstclam make, a theroogh repair
will ‘cotspany. There are teachers who, yielding
tothe reSuewor Ube purposes, but the work mus be done bya
queal of parents, select sowe brilliant but diffcalt pleces
skilled band-—an expert

koow oa what depends the musical progress of their to buy a stew inatrume from a factory, If you choose which are, efter all the trouble aken, of no credit to the
obildren, I ventare to offés the following aynopsia of the ‘honor by your confiden nt let your teacher {whom you performers nor to the teacher becanse they indace nerce ia bis honesty), select one for vounees and, at the best,
requisites of success: Progtese is not always in diroot you accordin
are played indifferently. In
g to your mean; it is better
Preportion to the physical and

mental capacities
of tho

pupil; on the contrary, it happons frequently that highly

gifted children soon tire of continuing music lessons and

take to singing, or to belaboring the violin, mandoline or
—tho banjo, while urdae less talented, with an equal love

for mnsic, but possessing less vanity and more perse-

than solecting conelgsion I sbould say th&t there ought
to prevail barone yourself, for besides not getting it any cheaper it mony between
parents, the teacher and the child, Only
may bes poor instrument (with a poor action, or un- when
this threefold harmony is interrupted s change of
seasoned wood'dr not keeping in tune), after all the teachers
miay be advisable, which, otherwise, should be
praise the vender naturally bestowed on it. That you anxiousl
y Avoided ;for it invariably involves a loss of
have to protect it against dampness and dust is needless time and
practice. It takes very long until

to mention.) - H the teacher selects it he holds himself

verance, become an ornament to society
and an overflow:

responsible,

call their own,

tune is to make arrangemonts with a tuner by the year.)
+4, Reoorariry ix Lessons axp Practice-Time.

ing source of pleasure to themselves and the home they

These aro the requisites of success:
1. Lovs ror Musto,

4

It is desirable that parents have it, or at least one of

them ; such being the case the child iu get instruction

for musio’s sake, for its ennobling influence on his mind,

sad not merely for the purpose of coming up to thestand-

ard of society—of playing Liszt and Chopin. It is, hows

love to foster which is the sacred duty of both parentaand
teacher.

This love must be developed and nartured by

guarding the child against contaminating

breeds

Carelesaness'

and Carelessness

kills Zeal. He who wishes to become a pianist knows

no vacation. The recommencing of lessons after vaca“. feela always awkward, and it takes
acouple of weeks
aud a couple of lessons before the pupil is agaimin good
trim. In a similar manner ‘“
missed” lessons affect

the pupil.

ever, absolutely necessary that
the pupil himself has it—a

The same holds good in respectto lost prac-

tice hours. Accidents and illness are unavoidable, but
all other reasons for missed lessons and lost time are

avoidable and vanish before a determination of the

influences of
bad masic and of placesWhere bad music is made, parents.’ Such avoidable omissions always “tell in the
long run,” and many times a year or more of lessons
Music ia much like literature;
it may be pad in its tend-

eney, or the aubject though worthy may be poorly worked

out, Both have a pernicious influence; the latter per:
haps the worst. The solection of music belongs to the
teacher; forhe

alone knows

what is good and within

the limits of his pupil’s power.

“te7

+

yy!

have to be added for no other reasons but that of allow-

child -from practicing exercises with the other hand,
studying the analysis of a piece, or taking a lesson in

recommend

their cousina or

they deem worthy of the

public's confidenceA good teacher muat he esteemed,
not only for his efficiency, bat also for his character.

Efficiency and character are both equally important and
taust be of sterling quality. Once engaged, the teacher

Waite we cannot deny that the public are very
ford

of music, we have gooll reason for affrmitg that
they
have little. gennine sympathy with art, If any musical
incident is placed befpre thém in strongly attractiv
e
terms, they will go out of curiosity, but with no
desire

to help the undertaking along.

They seem to have no

local pride in the successfal productions of our citizens 3

but if these go abrdad and become recognized celebri.
with an air of magnificent importance, saying, “That's

ties, they pull ap their shirt collars, and atrut about

it does not de-

the fact of the selfish callousness of this self-satisfied,

public:to all their efforta in the cause of
art
Consider music alone.

the beautiful art?

“St

What.does not society owe to

Half the houses in the city owen

large proportion of their social enjoyment to its humanizing and refining practice. In our churches, where

where great artists are frequently invj
cles.

Here they come libe comets,

rushes them through the large cities

tubas. The theaters

make music a special attraction, and the Italian opera

formed by the members of the facul
selected for ‘that ‘purpose. In larger

yeompanies are the idols of the various classes of our

must be trasted and treated as any other trae gentleman
orlady, He contributes his share to moulding the charscter of your child as well as any other private teacher,

ought to get access to oratorios and symphonies—besides

harassed or counteracted by your Wishing him to"aie

6. Puayine Berors Comraxy,

and perhaps more; it ia in his power to do so it not

,

THE LAOK'OF PUBLIO SYMPATHY FOR MU
BIOAL ART,

salve tor consciences not easily

The further the pupil advances the more important it

who charges the highest price ; if you cannot afford to music, These are rarely met with in small gatherings
in the house of some frientt; more likely in concerts
engage him ask him to send you a teacher of his selecgiven by traveling artista of repute.
tion; good teachers
never

tinue where his predecessor stopped.

ceive those who have the interests of art at stake as to

me

5. Ovrorrowrry or-Heanina Goop Musto.

perhaps the cheapest teacher; their opinignisalways becomes
for him to hear good performances of good
more or less one-sided; but go direct to the teacher

“friends,” bat those whom

tescher bas sounded hie pupil sufficiently to decide
the proper ateba t@be taken for bis benefit and to con-on

ing the pupil to omit lessons‘or prettice on account of us !—we did it!” as though their liberality had fostered
holidays, picnics, parties or'little ailments, as headache the talent which the world admires, This is Peckor even & sore finger. . A-gore finger does not prevent a sniffian,tosay the least of it, and thoug
it
hiaas

musical history or musical theory.

2. A Goon Tracner.
Do not listen’to the recommendation of your friendé or
sequaintances; they all imagine they know the best or

the new

(A good way to keep your instrument in

Irregularity

the regular opera.

this or that method, or to teach such and such & piece,

cities the pupil rmusie loving public,

:

:

Music and its professors literally owe nothingto the
public; the public, on the contrary, are largely their
debtors, What little patronage has been vouchsafed has
been grudgingly and selfishly given, for we seriously be-

Playing
company when properly encouraged
When lesscna have been missed by the teacher by the imparts to before
lieve that no.sach thought ever entered the head of any
the pupil confidence inhia powers andinfuses
exprese with of the parents ‘the latter are generally ro- -him
one of our citizens as to subscribe or purchase his
with

luctant to pay for auch missed
what, shall we

pay for work

lessons,

They think,

that has not been done?

They do not consider that the only loser is the teacher,

for by agresment he expects to earn so snd so much a

month or « quarter, as long ashe does not break said
agreement by bis own fanlt, but under circumstances

finds himeelt 60 many dollars out of pocket, though he
was willing to give those "‘missed"’ lessons eome other

time,

The parents, however, are juat.as much les out

of pocket at the end of
anticipated to be hed
they unknowingly save
teacher. (The mistake

the month or quarter than thoy
no lessons been missed. Thue
monéy at the expense of the
is that they think themeelves to

fresh vigor for new

efforte of progressing.

But some precautionary measures must be takentosecute

these reaults, for without them the pupil may either be-

come utterly discouraged and wish tonever have learned

how to play, or he may overrate his powers and consider

‘Rimeclfa finished player ready to diepense with
Jeésons

taking

four-hand

+Some players have a great fault of playing their
pieces either too slow or too fast; or perhaps commence

elow, aud play quietly fora while, then, becoming excited,

Second, let him play the primo-o

‘rapidityas to destroy all proper effect. Xo avoid this,

piece with his teacher

Then practice

cause of art.— American Art Journal,

First of

and fully able to teach others.

must never play before any person without the ci

of hia tedcher.

ticket on the principle of encouraging or benefiting the

some

pretty

for the sR00KC

four-haod

lay quicker and quicker, eventually finishing with such

‘the pupil must practice even those pieces which have

piece By been already played wellascomposedly and attentively

en as.when they first began to be studied; and in so doing,
the teacher may’ give the pupil an opportunity - the fingers must not be allowed to indulge their own
to play some solo in a recital class of his own. Solo fancies, or to ba in the least degree inattentive, for the
bo the losers, while in reality the pupil ia the loser of
fingers are disobedient members if they are not kept
tho teacher does not make up such lessons. For wher: pieces ought to be performed from memory. The wellunder subjection, and they are apt to ran riot as
ever tharo is loss on one aide there nivat bes gain on moat frequent cause of nervousness displ
soon aa thay have gained some degree of flaency.
the other, and whatever is saved is gained, Sach falla- such occasions is, however, the habit of lookin,
koyboard when playing from music. The hands depend
some friend, to

ba played before company.

cions nations are only to be regratted aa they often lead too mach
on the eyes and do never become accustomed
Patient practice goon for nanght without artistic guidbetween the teacher and the emto measure distances, Nervousness is a great drawback ance, Place a-gifted child with an incompetent music
ployer,
4B
performing
before
an
audience.
It
in
onared
not
20
teacher
and you destroy much that oature has ‘done.
8. A Good Iysvaewens,

to an ecatrangenient

mach

by an inborn shyness to meet the gaze of gran:
What in a good instrament? Ap instrament that poe
feaver an even tach, not too light Gottoo heavy, and that gree and to be exitielsed by tham aa by the fear to break
down. This fear is Invqueatly well foonded aad may

‘bad precepts trom the impressionable mind of youth.

wiaavoos teacher will tell you

tag, give him mond.

will keep ip good tape for abou! ball a year.

how importagi

Any con:

it te to

Z

spring fram diferent canton Tho piece chosen may be
Woo dihoult, of, tt oot, many vot fhave Geen studied with

No amount of genuine and diligent steady oan obliterate

If you capnot give your child the dost of musical train
Let bia time and your money be

devoted to a beter parpome than the development ote
trcure a goed somek ard to detelep thascnsion! ear fine Uke nocomry
care aad paiteace of going into detaile went! welsavce.—Lonis Lombard,

i

“

a
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BELT-ORITIOl8M, aw IMPORTANT PAOTOR
IM PLAwO BTUDY.

eaplarstions, bot tt con be dows aud will rexel ie higher

musicingehip for ike atedent.

Aa to the Aow I can only hope ta mabe the weber

Be Ak
Ir che enying,

wane oteren,

‘ ft is the mistakes which ednoate, "is

edge of these mistakes.

current among tho

ms) rity of really earnest stadonte, regarding the eaven-

tials of piano playing and their proper carrying ont,

when piano study is attempted.

Wrong ideas as to the

trne object sought after, wroitidene as towhat steps aro

wrong ideas as to how these steps must be

taken, will be met, ear, mental processes, efforts, every:
thing st fault, and, what is worse, too often a very eppar-

ent inability to catch the teacher's meaning when the

proper methods are patiently and fully explained, A
teacher once said to me, ‘My grestest trouble lies in

getting my pupils to know and appreciate what I mean,”

and I do not doubt but that many Erupe readers have

thoaght or said the same thing.

A most important part of s teacher's work is
m2.
To criticise effectively he will need to possess knowledge,
discrimination, and tact. He will find it one of the hardest things to do well in all his work, And when he bas

done his best, he will too often i an almost complete

inability upon the part of the

$upil to profit, to any

great extent, by his criticiam. The pupil does not know

how to unite by reasoning two known facts. He knows

progress of formidable size,

ed?

I do not suppose that many teachera are entirely free

Secondly, call aynot seek nor enjoy the opportunity td.do a0,
tontion to details, talk about observation, let thePa0] but rather regret that doing
it is neceseary.

By educating the pupil's self-critical faculties, be-

Don't have hobbies,

it and to follow this up with continued allusions to the
great value of watchfulness, discrimination, perception,
observation, or whatever you may think best to call it.

In the third place, enlarge upon the differences between
the good and the bad,
@ is good and the other

bad. Show your own di

ination and explain how

snd upon what you base your judgment.

At the

same

time, enltivate impartiality by being impartiat-yourself,
and by demonstrating how prejudice and narrowneis of

conception cau be overcome by atriving to see all sides

beforeattempting to form an opinion.

and don't ride them all the time.

from them, but theTeea Prominence we give them
the

better it ia.
Don't forget that to teach music means to train the
fingers, the ear, antl th understanding—the fingera.to
do, the ear, to jadge, the understanding to perceive and
direct. This much must and can be done for all papila,

though, of course, with varying degree of success, but

in addition to this ig.found those with the precious boon

of musical

instinct, taste, aoul, or whatever name

you

wish to give it, who require at your, hands special care,
effort, and attention; see well to ite ‘development
; nour-

And while all this is being done with regard to general ish it, tend it, guide
it most carefully; and woe unto
criticism, fill your pupil’s mind with the importance of you if, when it aske bread
at your handa, you have for
being able to intelligently and impartially judge his own it only a stone,
work. Let him covet your praises, but teach him to also
Don't forget that although you are a teacher you are

respect his own

also a learner—your pupil is your teacher, and your
growth as teacher depends greatly on how you study and

opinions, provided he has learned to

form them aright, showing’
him that this power of form-

course, your method, style, language, and bearing to the
Personality ofeach pupil—and let the atmosphere of:‘your

How is it to be surmount-

If you praise, be moderate, rather sparing, and

explain or tramsmit his knowledge.

do, and, above all, do your teaching in a thought-arousing manner. Be keen and incisive yourself—sniting, of

ship snd use them in the discovery. of other outlying
Here is an obstacle to satisfactory

facts and conditions.

merit.

always judicious, that your pupil may learn to prize

ace that you notice everything, evento an ink-spot'upon
the paper. It may be well to be alittle ostentatious with

ing correct judgments is what you are teaching him to

‘them but cannot bring them into s harmonious relation-

province

your epproval. If you censure, be ‘moderate and show
that you do

ject, howaver simple it may be, and then see that be can

It

dows seem, at times, as though » mind capable of grasping and developing other difficulties is utterly at sea
necessary,

koowiang
thing and not knowing that we do know it
Ground the pmpilin the theory and practice of the sub-

An inexperienced teacher is

at the false conceptions,

tha taeann fororthemode ofiysiraction, This ls your =

and noone clee’s, Beas patien|, asnocommoHoont enggestionsina paper of the length allowed
thla, datin
tolerant
g, na you please in other matt,
Joaving the problem to ba more faily worked oat by the in the an
pot
what and bow in matters musical -you ate
*
reader,
.
govern,
sae
In the firat place, be sure the pupil, from the begin:
Don't pretend
your pupil, ‘Be absolutely honest
hing, Anowa what he knowa, There ia each a thing as in your statementswith
, Do not exaggerate either fault or

true, thea of great value to thd pupil isa proper knowl.

astounded

‘

Dow's Lot parents orpupiladiotate toyoo in regard to

music room be one of vigorous thoughtfulness, keen per-

utilize these lessons. The instraction you receive thus
is of a kind that you cannot obtain ip apy other way or
/
by any other means. I know I hav
uring a day's

lessons received that which has made me feel richer in

means, stronger in courage and love of my work, and

gratefal and happy in feeling more able to show the way

ginning at the foundstion and going systematically ception, and logical deductions Direct
energies to, more able to point ont the wealth and beauty of,
through » course of training which will develop the toward awakening the mental activity ofyour
your pupil, our art.
.
reasoning powers,
keeping in view the mastery of mind over matter, Get
Don't forget that in all your doings and dealings with
your pupils to thinking and the rest will follow.
; Parents, pupils, or fellow-teashers, one great factor in
Explanations will, necessarily, be repeated, perhaps, auecess ia tact, Stody
it, cultivate it, make it your sec

enlarge the understanding, and widen
the pupil's point of view.
a

* The mechanical difficulties of piano playing, as well

88 the intellectual, are all subject to the will. They
may be obstinate but they will eventually yield to the
superior force of the will. But to this only will they yield,
hence it is cledr that if we expect to overcome them we
must firat train and strengthen the mental processes and.
bring directly under their control the various mechani-

cal efforts involved in piano playing.

many times, and many efforts meet with failure before

success is attained ;but persistence in euch a course of

training coupled to a constant encouraaing

in the forming of opinions and Shdgmenta,

ing out their weaknesses in either knowledg

bat not until it has eubdued, and it subdues only when
ite effort is put forth continuously
and in the right direo-

velop a‘class of pupila who will have acqu’

A FEW MORE DON'Ts.

vation, comparisons, and a logical summing up of

powers of obseryation, discrimination, and impartiality.
The extent and value of the criticiem will depend
upon

the proportionate presence of these elements,

It is not

- Srupenrs should not be disturbed in ute atudy by
the oft-repeated remark that there are great singers who

portant faculty of intelligent self-criticism,

what is right in hia study and his Igek of logical powers,
self cri ism is the path to be followed, because to walk
~
therein involves self-scratiny, as well as wider obser-

resulta.
Criticism, a already indicated, presupposes a knowledge of the aubject to be criticised, more or less acute

t
STUDY ESSENTIAL.

tion, or impartiality, or, if they be wholl;

them right without wounding the sensi

The mind rules,

tion. In consequenceof the pupil’s misapprehension of

ond nature by its steady use, and your professional life
will be much smoother and pleasanter.

sing naturally, never

ee

having

Many pupils have had friends
on this sccount, saying that
voices they will ‘come out’’
born of serious ignorance,

BY 2. 0. BOLNS

studied

voice-culture,

advise them not to study
if they really have good
naturally. Thia advice id
The advisers have poor

jndgment or have been deceived. There are those who

Waew you get a pupil who has studied with other

teachers don't try to préve that every fault he has is a
consequence of errgneous teaching, It will take some

time

clsim that they never took lessons, and yet they sing
well, One of these, who ia_
quite well known, took only
one term of lessons, and makes his boast of it. He

neglecte'to add that he then married the daughter of

acquaintance with your pupil before you can
the sin;
to be expected that the piano pupil will have them in decideandwhether
teacher, and lived in the family for many
the faults are due to wrong or carélesi
any great degree apless he be given especial instructio
years. “Another who made a aimilar boast found it necesn ingtroction, or to wrong or careless applicatio

in them. A very prevalent weakness in many systema
of teaching is the expectation that time will develop
certain needful faculties without definite instructio:
slorig euch lines. The “eweotby
and by’? ia vary allaring to osall, Thus it was with eartraining, Foralong
time nothing was

aaid sbost it by the average

teacher,

time being aupposed to do the necessary work of givi

n of in-

struction,

7

Don't find all the faults you can in the first lesson

with such a pupil.
natures

It discourages always, and in some

Tho same condition of things obtains, among tho ated in the auceeas
of your combined efforts.

nese of psroeption,

disorimination,

obssrvalion, aod

other kindred faceltion 40 neeensary totroa magical
aul:
hete. To change these oanditiona, wolfcriticisms mast be

Samght jot an ear training ia cow taught.

The bara!

require aewch patience aod fepeated

bave

Now, withour doubt,

good voices, and who use

them well, who, by exercising care and judgment, do

Don't be parsonal in your criticism,

Let it be direct

one by his natural or untrained voice do good singing

for many years.

Certainly sach s-singer could not sing

the masterworks at all, and the true fe which belongs
to-the voice would never be lived.

and decisive, buy seo that tere is no wrathy temper

showing in your doing of iL Dou's criticise like it was
“your precopte tbat wore got lollowed, your rales that
ware wltlated, your di
bat was aot aside Don't

of eertietem can be Inatned trom the beginning, if the\, fat
yooreblt ia the ph
teacher eo please.
It sntaila more work poo kim aad ‘papta, your rales,
your
wil aadonbtedly

there’ are perions who

rouses an antagonism, often coupled with distrust, whioh it takes time to’overcome, and for such time relieedtoatudy with teacher. Such cases only prove
the'rale, for not one person in a hundred ueas hia voice
aa it takea diminishes your usefulness,
:
well enobgh to make this s safe course. Nor can
apy
Don't forget

to impress firmly on your pupil's mind
ws keen musioat car. The reeult was a crop of -piand: that
you and he are working together to overcome and
Paptls with no musical car at all.
ae
eradicate all faalts and defects, and are equally iater-

tanjority of musical students to-day in the mattersofknon-

toleave music and enter the shoe-trade about the
sary

time he waarforty years of age.

Fart... Make your pre

farpersoual Ubal yoor art

shows bebiad yaa ae teal mneter.

Axristio Horzon or Vor

unity.

Beethoven re-

guided bis art ax something Ncpaleahieh he placed

bigher than all philosophy, so basa refined artist an

inwate horror of all welgar, frivolous, and-afeminete
maeRie. «Ambros,

ene

Er

PERSONALITY

AY Meet aGasHs wiCe,
F
i

ane

awk

womer, ot power

perecaality

geht io naeer cepietoaw Eodwe Woe wath, poawiy, cightnoas

Uaiitbe iubaence over the planic minde aader thelr Ware
sod direcuiea,
Seok poople give forth Hibrations which,
(boagh more sable than those of boat and tight, ard no.

tone coal apd poten,
wie kuow that mesic stands for the power of the un[vis impersonal.

We have all heard theimmor

tal works of the mastone laterpreted by men and women

whose lives wore earthy, sensual, devilish,

For a brief

fimo masio liked them out of themsalres, touching and

a

aa

the propor peetice of foar band playlog ln productiveof
cortain romalie which aru otherwise vualtalsable with the
clase af papils mentioned, for the slvgaiah pepll comes

0

laboriaasly to a comprehension

of all the pointe

required in the practics of an ordinary piece, and the

sarelesa pupil does net make fail effort, ao
Sauragement comma to both before the desired
attained,
:
‘
T believe that both require that form of
which ia broughttobear upon them in four-hand

that disenda are
coercion
playing,

fooning into life the sou! spark smouldering within.

‘As ao amount of active mental

ored sousio in our lend and other lands were men of

only to the four-hand playing in which the teacher takes
one part, at first the bags, as the treble parts usually

Observe, however, that the men who bare moat hoo,

airong character, high ideals, and, generally, this maguetio personality. Read the life of Lawall Mason, who

swat a model for every American teacher, whose favorite

which

afford the pupil

betié¥ opportunity to observe the best
can give a good rhythmical effect, one of,the aida which
effects in phrasing ; then by playing the basa, the teacher

dynamo of power,

T commence by calling attention, frat, to the position

ee
Elder Berry--Our soprano was earcastic agsin today.
De Phirdly— Whar didsho vey?
Elder
@ thought no one should be put on
the Music Committee until he bad psesed a civil service

“ef understand,” esid Mrs. Connoisseur, 9s she swept

into her box at the Auditorium, “that Max Bendixis

“‘ Aint that thee 1" responded Mrs. Parvenar.

“He's

:

& regular masterpiece on the fiddle."?
‘Ahem, yes. Had yon heard that he bas a Stradivarius?"

“Nol
Is it possible?
“T heard 80,”

“Where did the poor fellowget it?”

“They say he got it a year or two go, when he was

in Earope.”’

“Well, that’s jest awful. Can’t nothin’ be done for
him? 'Spose he'll go jest like Barrett. Seems as if

the cHiolera and all them dreadfal diseases comes from
the reat was drowned by the beating of

of the bands on the keyboard, and, next, to the time Europe, and—”
the kettle drum.
measure of the piece, and I request

the pupil to count
:
aloud with exactness; after playing it through slowly
Comes the despairing question from the student or
few times, attention should be called to-the idea which
the young teacher, How am I to obtain thipower? The a

:
}

«

to play the solo parts to-night.””

attention is compelled

is aa entirely new sensation to some. Irefer

saying was, “Error makes oa weak, trath makes us
the pupil needs.
Pies
strong."' In bis musical work it wasalways this question
;
Playing with the teacher seems { be o remarkable
“Ie this the beat thing, Will it do the most good?"
carrying power tothepupil. I often notice that passages
Thiok of Ebea Toutjes and that splendid monument to
of comparative difficulty are played with little hesitation
the powerof bis life, the New England Conservatory of
when the same passage played alone would cause « stop
Masio. It was eaid of bim that hecould originate more
and several blunders before it could be mastered.

ideas ins given time and inépire people with confidence
io them than any other man in the profegsion, Within
his insignificant physical frame lived a soul that was a

ae

‘Tita your t toot ate fos the Grok time thet I kere

found aa effective comedy for both types, Moaliers thea

paw:

oom to ast aad in bilo, codigiing cileat maggetio, irre

oto.

net sinanberherwolse
ipche

rhs
the pincd
paulan besking owborabee

tictepermmont, aud te tha teight coe whe de oneview

Taens to ume ta the musical peofeauivn tos tomchiore,

Wok

bd

seaceeere
roe rata
owe popile, sappunting chet ait teaches angioenly Sealine
Me Had som crane of Betpiieg chow whe gre tela
stantiatectery work ;{ voles tethese whe ane ofalaggiahs.

[8 THE MURiCAL LiFe,

wate

-

“Thave a wonderfal ear,” said@ Gougeited masifan
in the course of conversation, ‘So has s jackass,”
re.

snawer is clear and unmistakable from life. “Life is its name suggests, to the principal motive as it occurs,
and to the terms of expression. An effort should then plieda bystander,
be made to interpret the meaning which the composer
7
cS
wished to convey, and so.the proper touches aid all“Now, which kind
details of phrasing are given after a fel trials. At the ficient in?” said the of music do you desiré to be Geean
Professor.t

your master, beloved, and your understanding is but the
servant thereof." Be women and men of character.
“Aas young physician aaid tersely to me, speaking
of his
own profession, “ After all, it is the man"

Sponks Mra, Browning in “ Anrora Leigh; that per- next lesson I turn to the game piece for a few moments,
80 that by reviewing it ia brought to an artistic finish,
fect epitome of the
artist's life:—

No perfect artist 1s developed hero

.

From sny (mperfeet woman.
Flower feom root,

Aod spirtual from natural, grade by grado,
Tn all our life.
All our human relations, a8 also our gifts and talenta,

__-Ate for our development.

Neverare they to be despiaed,

In some quartera we hear it given forth that the artiat

must remain celibate, wedded onlytoart, but from
them

Natare has withheld ber secret, and they pass through

this world, one-sided creatares, stunted in their growth,

Ligen to Browning, the teacher and seer:—

q
Let
08not always say,
"Spite of ubts Mesh vo-day
J arors, made besd, gained ground upoo the whole!"
As the bind wings apd sings,
Lat at erg, “Al good ibtogs
Are gore, Ber soul belys Hak more, nom, than fleah helps soul!”
If apace were adequate I woutd quotethe whole
poem,“ Rabbi Ben Ezra,” the creed of all who noble
believe

ag

in the larger life.

then do comething,

UG

Lt resolves into this: Bo something,

Have faith in God, faith
self, “Oar aspirations ure Hoe inspirations,” in your
has beon
\eoly sald. Bo wrong and of good courage,
Do onch
ons ‘tis
ben, rememberinthis
g i the law: As a men

~ woweth, 00 aball he otoe reap,

REMEDING EFFECTED THROUGH THE:
_ MEDION OF POURBanD PLayino.,
si

¥

RYO be wth,

In this way the pupils’ range

o the new papil. “Oh!
classical, by all meang}” replied the young woman.

“*T am very glad to hear you express this preference.'?

of musical experience is “Yes. -When you play classical music
hardly anybody
rapidly ouldrged, his powor of musical discrimination is
knows whether you make a mistake or not.’?

increased, and a perfect little tone
hended\ perhaps the greatest gai

manner of progress, is that quick hefi

compelled, for all the details of m:

been perceived with accuracy and

poem is compreit bears on all

work has been

I Rotation have

withra;

As pupils ordinarily take but;

7

work may be divided ao that a

;

Wig tig

.

Ivpezp, a little learning is a dangerous thing.

Riding

home with a friend the other night, in whose charch
home 4 new organ is being put up, he remarked that he
regretted exceedingly the lack of means which prevented
keting the principal stops, the “ Hallelnjah,”? and

atudies may receive attention wl
“ Gabriel’s Trimpet," bat here is
A rather
may be given to technic and four-band playing. Most imoginative youth visited a well-knowan case:
minister during
satisfactory

results come from a third lesson each week the past month, and after hearing a performance on the
given entirely to four-hand playing; the pupil then. organ by Dr, ——, sent the following account
of the
makes more rapid improvement in every direction.
noble instrament to one of his friends :—
“T have used the School of Four-hand Playing,’
“There are considerably over one hundred manuals

compiled by Theodore Presser. The pieces are most
osrefally selected and perfectly graded, and are wall
snited to pupils who are pisying W. 8. B. Mathews’
firat three volumes of Graded Studies.” I keep one

copy of each of the grades of ‘Fourhand Playing”

for my papils” use, and so it has becomeapleasant part

and twanty five pedal organs. The compass is twentythree octaves, being identical with that of my voice.

One of the pipes goes right up to the top of the tower,

and protrades slightly. When it raing, the water rans

down and pushes ont the oboe and cornopsan stops.
<—

used the tabs stop in the pedal of the fugae in

ot each day's work,
ant and reached a note twelve octaves below
1 bave writion of my trial of four-hand playing because
idle C. The volantary was a fagoo and fanfare, with
Tdo not remember ta havo seen as much said of i
Neapolitan sixths and other things in it,'” The dear
vantagon aa hes been said of so many other helpfi

_ medians; sud by my own ‘comparatively moager ex:
porionce, I hare become ao convinced of ite poasibiliica
for good, that I hope’other teachers will sock the prt
source of help,

SOHERZO.
ssiintem
A ledy thom the roral district wok her danghtar to
town, and afer covaling 4 samba ofprofeacn re

ald bof)”

oe

eng Bae

.

Astam and bis wife bought s masic-stool, Alter a
time thay drought it back to the apholsterer, declaring
‘with groativexation that they " could make nothingof
tba dratted
old thing ;they had twisted it to the right

and lefty and eetitonitshead, androlled it on iteside,

and navora
note of chusic
ooold they get ontof it.
*

*,°,°

Tes pagee of Tee Reeoe aoe eOniR
Rty Elied with ‘spnctiog hur maraal aMlition, wterned
Aiaraenthemy whi quay ta gnctenlly
home cory wach
Hostess: “dere you w manician,
Mr. Jones?”
applied, and ahey diesoarnged, aedrepoutad toherheabsad
Uberemit of femes (who indying togive an exhibition ofhin
re pect
Rabon
ic
he ChaeFORE Cree toate, he
aye ber sapedition.
ostliowns “The dint proteneabd
steomang hh Ming Shake wae WEE hee Mae
r
aibliiey) . ** Wall, yon, I Chink 7 may layelaim to some
aaa,
Vek Aba
tageiy
tee egeh wh her bores. Hf she Tomarrhe
CSwwn lane Honcah wiih ahd MiPeeE ToKah
wwiaeic,””
afdige
the agipti TORBE Gs, whe will grosdigeuciaiy om the tongs, Ba
sansstsay of ona at te piggies,
wadd
Borner: “1 ae Setigutod
wo bow Hh My dangbter
thas Tid baGell fhe nBhE boty the mhemli
nhle
temmding. Thee dhe insherat teplay, ond { aleould bevary glad if yor would
af te goed Hemaitis WARE ik ane sued
adeadeed seikky ay PRS Vomating Whe Ihew Uhed ohe emghs oo
ag with her Neinadity taxem Chenamcotie fee bee.”
”

wed

A® PUPIL AND TEAGHER.
/

ite beat form,

H.W sOTraR,

We admire men ofintel

wipposedite Jenre‘any fealings, Tt woes you.

teohnle, waa feiproving’
pleasare.

bo caltivated, so,aleo, « good memory, In fact, ancivills

tation advonkes,

For #veivs,

Her

rapidly andabe promised such

Youxobreryly on« fewweeks, Charli8's
e

dostoe udvined his

4 isooniinns bis music les-

application, and

Courage again,

You are atudying music, in view of becomiig n plano

O's again,

teacher, and wich to know what the prospects ere for a

successtal career in America.

Although advice is cheap,

one may profit, especially in this profession, by tho
ex:
pariences of others,

First of all, construct your foundation of solid rock
;

you will need

it,

You are fortunate

in being able to

study ander ono of the'best, if not the best, teachers
in

the country.

He is not only a king of Pianiats, but also

§ conscientious, painstaking teacher, the
latter element

#0 seldom found in great

artists.

“As the twig is bent

tho tree's inclined,’ so it is of the utmost importance
to

have the correct star.

We hear much about syatema.

Esch4distle invention o) diacovery at once dons the
name
of ‘‘new aystem."’
After all, the best system is that

you. Ifyou fail, rau
Tn this material age wo

and it shall be given
6 wanting in sometbiog.
too apt to be discouraged

by the failures of others, It would be well to follow the
example of the spider. Keep constantly building your
web. If it ie brushed down or blown away incessantly,
build it over again.
When you label yourself as teagher, you at once ac-

cepta crown of roses and thorns, - Sometimes the sun

‘Will wot shine for days, but go abead in th shade and

keep your eyes open for the silver lining,

whick accomplishes the greatest amount of work with

the least energy,

the point that makes you

distinguished, you have then but to hold forth your
hand
and independence ia yours. The thorns will not
dieapPear entirely, but the rosea will be in Breater numbers,

Itis not the virtuoso, but the musio.

The grandest element in the system you are studying is
the economy of nerve

force,—the ability to produce

tone without a great show.

‘*Hope is like the sun, which, as we journey toward
it,

The pisniat who myst needs

casts the shadow of our burden bebind us.”

raise his arms & foot high in order td produce a tone

which could be had with the falling ofs finger,
if done

right, at once invokes our aympathy,
“We are apt to forget to listen to the music, the acting becomes ao
inter-

THE ART OF TEAOHING OHILDREN,

eating. Wtoh carefully and memorize all the little

points your teacher calis your attention to.

One pupil

who studied with your teacher had a habit of writing out

every litle point and detail after cach lesson, and he now
looks upon this book with pleasure as an almost com-

and locates in some distant village without money
or
frienda, but he pute his shingle in a conspicuous
place

Tae question is often asked—* How do you interést

children ?"’ Well, the trath ie, that children interest
me

more than grown people, and are

far easier to instruct
plete system. It is very valuableinteaching. .Take ad- and commences to make himself known, For « time than older peysons, They are, to me, the most delight
itig
hard,
but for a time only. Courege and energy fal students I have; and when I Gnd a child has talent,
vantage of the opera, grand concerts, chamber musicales,
snd recitals of all kinds where good music is played, laugh at adversity. The music teacher's early trials are right then sh enters my heart, |jand the ways and means
perhaps
moro severe than those of other professionals, to instract her suggest themselves. The first idea in my
You will learn something

from each one you attend,
Look well to your health. It the body is not well
the
mind cannot be. Loose clothing, plain, nourishin
g food,
4 well sired, sunng music room, and a brisk walk
every
afternoon after the day's work, are indispensable
to every

@nearage.

things would not exist,

or fath
affirmative answer is given his face ase

therefore greater preparationa must be made.
A school
teacher moves along by grades and deals with pupils
of

A musio teacher grapples with all grades

and ages at the same time,
IO
ROS
“Parents may help or hinder a teacher, but
piano student. Nearly all pianists are nervous,
enerally®
but if the latter. A celebrated Piano
teacher of,t]
attention and a little common‘sense were
i
given to the foreign by birth, is ssid
to ask of each new,
needs of the physical as well~as mental
this state of gruff tones: “ Have "you
a mother

Why, even a ting impedes free

mind, and the one to which she quickest responds
,

is to
Jove music for its own sake ;to look on the art as some-

thing sacred ; to find real Pleagure in practicing
well, if it
igonly one half hour's time. \About children
ctice,
nd’ I'mean small children (I have several in mind
as I
write), I find 186-best plan is to syetematize their
work,,

or divide it into pai
‘eay firat their finger and arm
gymoastics, then their simple technical exercises,
scales;
Ajudies, and, last, their little five finger sonatine or
piece,
j Hach lesson I require séme work done alone, be it
ever
0 little. , Even with phildren I begin to watch the
de-

’ circulation, Delearte practice is excellent
reat from sit- tion so objectionable that
the poor pup
ting posture, Five minutes at atime with
windows up and inthe dark. Bat the
professor evi
isas good as a mile's walk. In your technical
atudies unpleasant dealings with parents
velopment of tone, thé quality of tone, and with
analyze every movement with close discrimina
and is in puraui
pleasure ©
tion and Pupils without these
Tthink of the resul—in musical, artistic playing
appendages,
ascertain why it is better to do 20 and go than
"etme
in a
some erate teacher would sclve out these child, I watch carefully to keep a child from becomother way. Don't be afraid to ask questio
ns, It takes parental difficulties, explain
his system and wishes, give ing self conscioua, for that is an srch-enemyto beantifal
& bright pupil to be an intelligent questioner.
orders for no interference, and thereby command
Isin 8 gogd plan to keep a tablet and pencil
respect. piano playing. I have in my thoughts now a little étuon the Americins ere anxious
to improve their condition. dont of eight years, who in her simple grade was a little
piano and write down questions as the difficul
Many were deprived of higher
Supply yourself with plentyofthe best ties occur,
n, bat are anxious artist, and certainly would not fail to entertain a real
of the that their children “shall haveeducatio
seat masters, all the etandard compositions,works
every
advantage. The musician. Totally unconscious of self, he eat at the
in fact, aleo forming of a class ia’ the difficalt
be in touch with the modern composers’ works.
point. One cannot piano; and was herself so wrapped in what she was playWhen. very well choose at frst, but
as the nomber increases, ing, that others could not fail to see the artist-child ahe
ever you hear a piece that-you like ato
concert, under: dal] ones may be
dropped out, People must kuvw you swasi tI loyed her, she loved me, and we both
ling it on the programme and getit. Try it
loved
over, examine in the vicinity you wishsto
teach, The church is a goo
the details, and lay it away for fature use,
Promoter
.
You
will
be
‘Mi,
judged
L,
Mot., Berlin, Germany.
And when shall you begin to teach?
at first by your own pl
Ah!
question. It igthe custom for conservatory that is the ing; 0 at the end of your finger tips you mast ha
pupils in many and varied compositions
the Grat year to Commence teaching. It
might be well advance in favor your playing to give forth, As you:
enough it they Laaght only what they had gone
EOEPTIVE, BUT ORfTIOAL,. .~
over, but ment, but your pupile’ playing,willandnot be the main ele. ‘>
in a medley nomber of pupils some aro
as you are to be
farther advanced thorou
and require higher stefdies, which the
young teacher has
a3

yet no knowledge of. This is gaining
experience at
the sacrifice of others, Parente and
goardians aro too
catein the salection of teachers,
The consequence

ia that the really food toschers havo twice
the

amodit
of work with popils who have made the
start with poor
ones. Tearing down and rebuilding
the technic isa

savere trial.

82 whatever you do, don't teach

nntil you
areable. That emall word a b4-o means
mach, [tia s
‘mighty ocean, the tributaries of which are”
character,

kao@iedge, wisdom, application, Memory, courag
e, sad
patience."
~
¥ Coaragt

gh your pupils will take some time to build

‘up a
technic strong enough to master
even simple selections before the public.
There is nothing: #0. detrimental to
the young class as
thig

continual appéaring ia musicales. An
corasional
exhibition is wholesome,
but a:continuous exhibition.is
‘moat unwholesoms, It creates vanity,
carelessoges, and
& superficial atyle of playing, Lat us
iniagine you bare

Jabored: hard and earnestly to.the point
whore your
papile’ playing addeto your favor.
You have had come
Over
two years,

Some aro your own production, others

Jou are making over.

You are beginning to be

happy,
Your good work ix ehowiog. Suddesly
er is one ofthe casentiol elemen
Muss B leatos
inmteacher,
ts
lowe om & Fist forse iadcicita teogt
Th is the crown aed ptory of tite aed ie keman
of
h
Ume.
She
matareii

wright bare told you some weeks before,
bat you are set

“

Tycyour eagerness:for musical knowledge and prof

ciency, be

somewhat critical.

Endeavor to apply the

principles of sound’easoning and practical sense,
Select the best conosrts, To listen to some of the
mastere in music, aud pay atrict attention as to how
they

secure auch wonderfal resulta, is very often more benefcialtothe student than a half a day spent in self prac:
tice.

7

Be critical in your own practice also, Stady systesiatically, bat don't uy to Jump to tho top at onca.

Leara each lesson well, and each wecoeeding one will be

muck easier. —-Reoord.

To fear 19 make mistaken onsen mirtakes, °

a

—_
PUBLIBHER'S NOTES.
Wu deve on haod betworn fosty and fifty copive cach
of the following osmed collections:

“ Youth's Treas

ure,” in two volumes, consisting of forty (rwenty in each
book) classic pisces by modern

masere

for the young,

arranged in progressive order—all carefully fingered,
Qrade

Il to

Ul

Schamaan,

Beethoven,

Webar,

Schubert, and other oolébrated writers are well represeated.

We do not

give youog

know of any collection that will

playors = better opportunity

to study and

play the ' Masters’ than theae two ralnmea. ~The rog-

ular prico had always been 75 cente each.

E

ETO

Le

DE.

colleges, comserentorien, Don's torget to get ourtorea,
especially on On Bale music, before buying elaewhere,

large octavo form, printed on fine paper and carefully

fiogered—equally as good for ordinary use as the large
.This has also sold heretofore for 75 cents.

Your!

Rieks Mienmare Brads"?

Regier

"leue
efe
You commer reading we can recommend nothing

cit

weer boon placed

inece
snore pleasing and interesting then “AnecdotesofGroat_!2&
0e7rsreapect,hyare ovidendlytheresultofprectcal
teagher to

them.

Musicians,” published bythis bouse several months

ago.

Tho work le compiled hy W. Francia Gates, aod

only well authenticated anecdotes havo been included.

Valuable information as to biography and history is

obtained by the reading of this work, without the ueual

drynosa attending it,

e*e

The third collection is a fine ' French Rdition” of
Mendelssohn's **Songs Without Words," complete, in

editions.

TH

Fon special occasions we are very willing to send

good music out on selection, to be kept onlya stated
period, for summer teaching, concert work, eto.

SPECIAL NOTICES,

thiscolusin Lneerted st3 centea wordforoneinsertion,
in adv:
Ficle ot
a oben ane Tene
Notices for

A

GENTLEMAN WITH FOURTEEN
experience of Piano-teaching desires

YEARS'

sitnation in
Conservatory of Music as teacher of intermedi
ate de-

partment

privilegeof music and
with a of studying the bigher branches
Mi
I, PO. Bor Wefoug78h teacher.a C. CR, eee

eta?

Owe of our most

strict rales is the retarn of all OnThese represent the Inst of a large number imported by Sale musio from all of
our patrons during June or July. ONE OFTHE MOST UMQUE MUSICAL ENTERus some time ago and which we now wish to close out
tainments

18" The Soni

ot a Sung,” by B.las G,
If you have not yet attended to this, kindly do eo; we
Pratt. The
To make them move quickly we offer will then immediately
inment consists ot a series of beantiforward a memorandum of what fal views in enterta
which
the
melody of
thw at the very small price of 85 cents each, or all three you have returned,
y
and a statement’ sSBwing balance Home" is need to illustrate various “My OldfromKentack
Pan to
Sor $1.00, postpaid.
due. Do not forget to place your name on return Wagner. tis highly instructive andscenes
entert: ning end
«Piet
very suitable for either school or pr-vate entertainment,
packages, and do not return a small package by expre!

to gain room.

Tus special price quoted on the Beethoven, Mczart, from a great distance ; four pound packages by mail is
and Hsydo Symphonies for four hands in May issue much cheaper—we have explained this more thoroughly
brought many orders for them ; there are atill a few left, in past issnea,
*
*ytyt
however. A prompt order will secure them. There is

nothing better for sight reading during summer.

While

they last the special price is 60 centa each, or three for

$1.00.

2

er”

For your suinmer vacation—rainy days, for instance

take one or more of our musical games with you;
they are

Tr you are contemplating refarnishing or decorating
" your music room during the summer, bear in mind that
we can fornish you many ‘helps'’ at trivial cost in

not

Allegrando,

only very interesting, bat inatractive.
price

60 cents; Musical

cents; Musical Authors, 85 cents.

Dominoes,

75

Will send descrip-

tion of each if desired.

n

WARDS

SOUVENIR

OF MUSIC AND

MUSI. ca Instromente at the World's Colambian
siuon, giving the full text of each and every AwardExpofor
Mazsical

Iostruments and allied industries, and Musical
Compositions from every exbibitor in every
country.

at
the World’s Colambiaa Exposition, Chicago, 1893,
Sample pages, prices in different bindings, with rates
of

combined Sabscription with Tae Presto, forwardeft

any address.

to

Tax Presto Co, Publishers, 824 Dearborn

Sureet, Chicago, Ill,»

*,*,*

the wy of full-size portraits of great musicians at $1 00

Mr. Pratt can he addressed No. 224 Central Park
W.,
New York, N. Y.

ANTED—A POSITION AS TEACHER OF
ano, Singing, and Harmony in a Copservatory, Col lege, or Seminary in any part of the United

4

Iw the June Publisher's Notes we made an offer for
cach, or framed from $3 00 up; busts from $1 25 up i,
cabinet size photos at 25 cents each, etc, Ornaments three summer months’ subscription to Tar Ervpg, either States. “Twenty
years’ extended experience in the proof this kind are great helps in making an attractive Jane, Jaly and ‘August, or July, Angust, and September, fegsion, Address E. vow Aps.oxa
, 153 East’ Tenth
for 25 cents. The results havé been very gratifying, A Street, Oakland, Cal.
studio, and many have found them very useful as at
aid
of
their
lists
in
long
sent
have
teachers
of
number
to interest and hold a pupil's attention, We will cheerIXTY DOLLARS PRIZES FOR FOUR BEST
fully send catalogues and furnish any informative de- pupils. Thus for a trifiag eum your pupila’ work will be
‘sired to any who may be interested,
* e*e *
Ip you want anything in the musical line to take on

kept up considerably daring the summer, and theif re-

turn in the fall:to musical studies insured. F

lan

yt yt

your vacation, remember that we can supply your every “ Unper the head of “ Choice Pablicati@s

of Inter-

need. We have a complete stock of
college songa, glee
books, collections for voice and piano, also latest and

est'’ we have, during the last few morfigs, gathered
together a number of very good musical

beat coll€ctions of banjo, mandolin, and guitar music, or
for any other instrament.

by other houses than our own. Woeexp:
even more of a feature in the futur

We can supply youwith the best strings at the lowest

mend

by us with thia purpose in mind.
that you stand in need of. If you want {o purchase a .the publisherofTaz Ervps.

mandolin, violin, or anything in this line, procure our
prices before placing your order.
We are confident”

that our quotations will decide you in our favor.
r
yee

Tax volame, “Selections from Beethoven,” is on the

ever issued, and we predict a large sale for it—the beat

of Beethoven’s

‘to, make this

fate

music, culled from the very highest

Send

.

Comroseas of music thinking of doing summer work,
quality, own make of manuscript music paper ; this will

ote!

Saurte copies free to any on wishing to canvass for
“Tne
Eropa, Send for our rates and premiume.
sa -scriptionwill
a rene your own far ong year,
Courter

Pour

ee
oN ea?

Deseriptive Catalogue of oar sheot music

aad mame books, with ratte, aailed free to all teeobare,

ie 4

Pioniste and Teacher of Artistic Piano Playing, will
little book entitled’ Daily

able and valuable aid to language atudenta ; besides this,
the verses

for each day in the week will have a different
aim—a command for ove day, a command not to do, a
promise, etc., etc. This book will be aold only by sub-

Mee SCHOOL, 106 EAST SEVENTY FOURTH
A
Street, New York City, Miss Mary
H. Burnham,
ly reopens October 14th. Resident and Visit:

I thenk you very heartily for favors in the past, and
aball not fail to recommend your hous and Tar Ervp

retails for $1.60, with a Hberal discount to the pro:
feasion.
is
<

‘

MUSICAL
EDUCATION
FREE—1WENTY
Free Scholarships.—Madame A. Papin, Concert

to a course of 30 weeks’ piano instruction free.

diffisulty<in all, it is a volame to anit the average

out. The thoussed and more advance copies have been
seat out, andvany word of commendation that those who
have ordered can give will bo thankfally reopived. It

A

Also our three-pointed music pens. Send six cents for Send stamp for particolarato Mapame A. Porin, Chiclering Hall, New York City,
two samples, or thirty cents for a dozen,
TESTIMONIALS,

can aay itis a volome that no musician should bo with

\X7 ANTED AT ONCE—PROFESSOR OF PIANO,
Voce, Violin. Harmony, and Counterpoint.

Drawer 1, Keysville, Va.

price 80 cente. The first twenty persons
stand erasures deveral times, and compares favorably scription,
gending in 150 subscriptions before August
15.b will be
with the best that ison the market at the present time. entitled

The most

masician's ability. Typographically it is no exception
to our nenal work—ijf anything, more care has been
given to it, The bestofpaper hae been used, and we

Write for conditions to

Messages
in Different Tongues.” This book comprises.a
selected vere from the New Tes'ament for every day in
the year; this verse will appear on the same page in
English. French, German, and Itaban, proving Qn agree-

difficalt bas been avoided, and the amall, tr. fling compo-

sitions as well; arranged in progressive order sa to

Tunes.

Umiox, Piccadilly, Manchester, Eng-

soon publish a unigne

which is quite customary, will keep in mind our extra

* market. All special cffers are herewith. withdrawn, This
VGlume is one of the most important works we have

authorities, revieed by our leading teachers.

‘ca: published

any of these works, as they ha)

prices, for any instrament, and any other “ trimmings"

Fretival Hymn

Borat Sczoot

whenever opportunity offers. Through

your publication:

:

ile. Memoriging and Sight Reading » specialty;
Analysia, Musical Dictatioff; ‘ste, A new

tment

hysical culture for pianists, “Thism:

for:handa and armé is under the direction of

-GastaveE.Anderson, Voval musicand sight readunder Mt. Frank Damrosch. For terns and farther

T have been enabled to keep in touch with the modern
methods of teaching piano, which otherwise might not
have been the caso. as I never have been able to vieit patticnlare apply tor circuler, Miss Mary H. Buawsammer achools nor to take any apecial courses since wa, 106 Exst Seventy fourth Street, N-w York Guy.
coming here.
Euma H. Caato.
MERIT REWARDED.
oe
I bareby acknowledve the receipt of ‘ Landon's
‘Tho World's Fair official Commissioners wise,

Reed Organ Studien” No. 2 The book gives’ perlect

aatafaction,
frionds.

Will bé pleased to recommend it to wy
Mana,
. 8. Peanzis.

Thave read your ‘* Sodelloton: ofGroat Masicians''

with plomaure and interest,

I find’

so meny things that

are pleasing 10 relate at my weekly
aneedovea aro borb interesting and

musicales, ag the
instractiva, and

teany Liters Wigelmiive of the music performed.

oaly are the * Adaodotes

Not

well chosen, bat oor prefa-

Vory sed explanatory qmarke

poral ond aie instrnccre we well

are wpecully to, be

sa ibtoroaing roading.

Ceamtes W. Laxnox.

To selecting a piano to grace

. The baildings of States from Maiae fo the Gulf,
Found the ‘* Crown” to be first in the race.

« Tho best for their tastes was no wite too good,

Thea if 9 piano be found

+ Which in prery re«poct meeta the public demand,
‘Tis reaton-tp know, thas's4o ' Crown,”

84 the Foreign and State baildings at tbegreat Fair
Wish the aenstent of mame resound, —
:
Bocas the Oomminsioners knew a rood thing,

And selected the world-famous " Crown.”

N

_THE ETUD

soo

NEW SQCIBry INSTRUMENT.
THE POLLMANN-AMERICAN

ROOT SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

MANDOLSs
IN
E-BANJO.
TRADE MARK

sds fl comeof tencre

can

perig eS

Lilian Bixuvelt and ober disunguiahed soloiais,

form on the Mandotine-—
Banjo, av Guitar Players
can

perform

on

doline-Guitar,

the

Bilver Lake Assembly, Wyoming Co., N. Y. (a bean:
Ufal resort), July 24th to Angus 16th.
Send for circalar.

Man-

without

es

any
Fer

Prices, Information,

POLLMANN,

«to., call on

or address

70 and 72 Franklin St., New York City.

Mr. Wm.H. Sherwood.
Can be Engaged for a Limited
Number of

Concerts and Recitals
Address

FREDERIC

W. ROOT,

243 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

practice whatever.

AUCUST

ome

nieton, dRelalon,
hearer arate”wane
#24
fom
and Uread Musleal Pestieal

ee

Players

Eastern trip in April,

MR. HE. 0. PLIMPTON,
“|
874 Wabash Avenue,
OHICAGO, ILL.

Back Numbers of The tude \

Bound Volumes for ine
“
“
"4989,
a
“4
3899,
«
“
"4891,
Every Musician andMusic Dealer. Twa-cent'stamp for prices, ote. joo
ey
“
“
~ @. W. CLOUGH, Sole Manufacturer,
4 1998,
OLEVELAND, OHIO.
1804,
‘Wo haves
fowofthe later volumes
4 concisy

ENTIRE SCALE ON ONE TUNING FORK.

CHRONOLOGICAL

:
-

es Postpaid,
a6,
2.50,
“
+
2.60,
“
ery
2B,

="

not bound. Price $1.60,post-

HISTORY

-BY C. E, LOWE,
PRICE . . 25 CENTS, -

Eight Measure Piaho Studies. ,

WILSON G. SMITH. Op. 60.
BOSTON, MASS.
In Two Geoks. Price $1.00 each (Sheet
100 |
otal work
wee
id
More than 200 Planos Sold tot Schools itd
development of
ul
ot
8¢'heInGtthe prodact
ons arnt musical
seanag
and Colleges In 1891.
nae
ee aoperae,5 TRE LATEST AND BEST WORK FROM THIS
ete., and of the organization of
famous geatical soclotien, erhoola, ete

BLOW

SOLiciten,

YOUR OWN
HORN.

+

Method for thé Piano.

fourth grade of difficulty,

AS. W. Lennon. ff—

| MELOMOUS AND EASY STUDS
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Philadelphia Conservatory of Music
HAS REMOVED to the Palatial Brown-Stone Mansion,
814-816 North Broad Stroot,
‘The

Consorvatory

omploys
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instructors,
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enjoys s reputation for furuishing «complote musical
eduoation at moderate rates. $15 pays for twenty
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<F o6eh Bane,
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COMFOSED FOR PLANOFORTR BY
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The best French

trade-mark.

Maelzel

Metronome,

“J, T, L,’

This is the genuine French article—im
‘We sell these at the lowest price possible.

ported by us direct,

+ $8.00 Net without Bell.
$4.50 Net with Bell.

Express or mail charges not included. Send 40 ta
extra if to be sent by mail.

Extra discount on quantity.

Send all orders to

THEODORE

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,

-

“Philadelphia, Pa.

PA.

JUST ISSUED.

With Particular Reference to the Development
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers - of
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In Three Styles Only.
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BROWN.

PRICE 31.00.
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Our Own Make.
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the notation of music, The book abounds
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Something New and Remarkable!
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Invented by 0. W. GRIMM,
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BY THOMAS TAPPER,
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practical way. It points out the
way of success to teachers and students in
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing
bas a real value in it, that will make this
companion volume indispensable to every
musician.
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MUSIOAL GAME.

GROVES’ DICTIONARY
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.

ALLEGRANDO

Selected SongsWithout Words

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME,
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oneted,
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a rare
°
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cr number

The only Complete Enoyclopssdia of Music in

the Hnglish Language.

MENDELSSOHN.
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Bound {n handsome Brown Cloth,Gilt Tops. Put up {n boxes and cules for a number ofsifferent gamee, tables showing the notoe, rests,
sold only in complete sete,
This naw edition includes the Index.
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Price for § Volumes, (Inoluding Index,) $18.60.
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EASY METHOD
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY .NEW,
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Landon’s Reed Organ Method

os B. MATHEWS.
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—Fersign Flagering.

Address the Publisher,
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Century

{St Nicholas......
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CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE ETUDE.”

This Beginners’ Instruction Book is “a” thor- Introduction to Studies in Phrasing.
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been =
tested for years in actual practice. It contains
. FIRST LESSONS IN
everything a progressive teacher might desire,
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult,
y
~
nothing dull.

Gy CHAS. W. LANDON,

i

Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady,
p
With Portrait and Blographioal Sketoh by —..
wie
:
Theodore Presser,

adarea THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHTEA.
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CHOICE PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST. _
Sale by THEO. PRESSER, 1708

For

1

eine, ee

A MEW BOOK FOR PIPE ORBAN.

‘NEW

EDITION,

The Junior Church Organist YOUTHFUL DAYS
(FoR TWO MANUAL).
mae
Each piece ls arranged
(ustenmonte of two manuals, with only
the oniloa:y oumplament offorregisters,
thus making them prctical, even
with email organs.
This book is a (ting
companion to
THE CHURCH
ORGANIST,
by the same author,

| TWENTY-FOUR ORIGINAL PIECES,
Op. 62 and si,
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.

THEO.

Price, Limp Cloth Covers, $1.50.
Ce

PRICE

$1.00.

DISCOUNT TO PROFESSION,

For Sale by all Music Desters.

ALB UM HOW TO ACCOMPANY.
ANNIE

ORGAN.

By CHAS. H. MORSE.

GLEN.

.

.

PRICH $2.00.

~

.

NEW EDITIONS

CYCLOPEDIA

Music

and

‘
|Rink’s=‘s Practical
Organ =. School,
A

or

Musicians,

=~

IN THBES VOLUMES;

Edited by JOHN D. CHAMPLIN,

EDITED, REVISED,

AND ANNOTATED

SONGS AND BALLADS.
book have been
made with great ats and some of the most
ladmired of the compositigns of such famou
s
authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trotere, Denza
,

ete, are found in its pages,

Ang one desiring
a book of the very latest and best Songs and
Ballads for medium voice should secure a copy
of this at once,

A guide to tho artistic accompaniment of any
82.00.
ee
composition, from the simplest ballad to themusical
Marches for Weddings, Coucert Performances, and Funerals, all well
most difficult of modern works,
arranged, with registration marked throughont,
Price

"THE ELITE COMPILATION
The selections for above

KULLAK,

White-Smitk Music Publishing Co,, Published abroad from new plates on finest paper,
size of Edition Peters. Former price $2.60,
BOSTON.
NEWYORK.
CHICAGO.

PIPH

PHILADELPHIA.

(KXinderleben),

ered oocua teen eee

MARCH

ST.,

BY

PRICE

31.00.

TWO ALBUMS OF LISZT.
PRICE $1.50 EACH.

apy

Folume I contuins the following —
:
Grand Galop Chromatiquo,’
La Campaneite,
Le Rossignol,
Rigoletto,

THREE VOLUMES.
DR. 8. N. PENFIELD. - a
PRICE $15.00,
La Regatta Veneziana,
«
Tannhauser Higroh, ‘
Sith more than one thousand illustrations, and containi
ng
the
PRICE
fol.
~
lowing important featurea:—
$1.00 PER VOLUME.
A
«
,
|
Zolume
TT-conaiate
af
Fall
Biogra
phical
Dictio:
ve tdmesandallseboots,
| conatate
ee FE
of
f the musicians ofall
Being selections from the original,
SOE
ES Se
A Gaie t Musical Literature,
{p which are. retained only the
ombraciog works in all ‘most instructive voluntaries
‘Transcriptions of Schubert's Favorite Songs.
andexercises,
3
a ports*
ta of the Great Mustea
rks,
withwith retationta
eae of famous scores. lel Works,
a thereto ectt
On Of Mlustrations of all~ phases aof
Fu
.
. Edited and Fingered by
A eollection of favorite pianoforte Pieces, TET
NEW AMATEUR OPERETTA,
BERN.
BOEKELMAN.
Were'a Bird,” “La Gondola,” bte., all of
a dificult grade and brilliant style,
3
This is a collection of ten of the moat colebrated compositio by great
modern masters, The ompiler, one of our most emiuent nseditors
BY ADOLPH HENSELT.
end
teachers, has edited and flagered ihe collection In bis
nsual carefal and
ak{ilful nfinner, The following ie@partial lstofcontente: Jona
A,
CHAS. H. GABRIEL,
Op 12, Berceuse; Chopin, F.,Op. 87, No. 2 Nocturne;
PRICE 50 CENTS,
R.,
Op 124, No. 16, Schlammoertied; Techaikowsky, P,, Op. Schumano,
2,
No.
3,
Chant
AN EXCEEDINGLY INTERESTING
eans paroles,
7
,
PLAY
FOR
YOUNG FoLus,
PRICE 75 CENTS, POSTPAID,
.

HENSELT

FAMOUS

ALBUM.

PIECES,

THE MERRY MILEMAIDS,

WAGNER-LISZT ALBULE |

THE MUSIC I$ VERY PRETTY AND
NOT DIFFICULT.

. PRICE 75 CENTS.
- BEETHOVEN'S

1 |A Selection of Well-known Aira from
Wagner’
Operas, trannoribed for the Piano.
BY FRANZ LIszq.
.
——

PIANOPORTE SONATAS EXPLAINED,

PRIGE

BRAHMS’ SGNG ALBUM.

ERNST VON ELTERLEIN, €

PRICE $1.80,

$1.00.

“A Chotos Bolestion of Bonga, with Englis
h and German
:

‘Theshure work lsdarigu
topoint
adootthe lead
andin
charactg
ertan
GeReaitting
wadoaeticn
eachofthafiomadan, andbs
amInvaectne
Abd ondguide teallwhe of
denies 2 ONY sbpeectats ow
mete Ofthie
re mater,
BS
*

Text, for High and Low Yoiog,

BY

JOHANNES

BRa

tina.

ECHOES QF LIBERTY.
;
;
Tho largest and*bost Patriotio Collection published.
Suitablefor
, Soldiers’ Reunions, Memorial Day, PadependJ ence
iY, eto. Solos, Duets, Trios, and Choruses arranged
for Male, Female, and Mixed Voices, with Special Songs
for
| Boys acd Girla,
PRICE

60

CENTS:

COM MENCEMENT

SONGS.
for
An

TRS

Ee

ES TION
ohm nee

THE
Phuledetphla’s Leading College af Mus ,

| wetantanest lane.
EIQUTH

165

YEAR OF THE

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

No. 1011 Uleard Ave. Philadelphia, Ma.
Taught by a Faculty of
*
Parvvira- Kate I Chandler
S95 Eminent Artist Teach
Dievtune John
i. Panchawe,
K Jour 8
(i
Mall, Alfred W. Dautury,Joie
Channing Kiery, Ward
X. H, Chandler, 2
ws. Accommodations for Jauie
@kNO
FOR
CATALOGUE.
9500 Students. 2...

MUSICAL

MAY SE ACQUIRED AT THE

BROAD
BROAD

For farther particulars apply at
ATEINWAY HALL, NEW YORK,
After September tet.

EDUCATION.

MR.

PERLEE

V. JERVIS,

TEACHER
OF PIANOFORTE
MB. ALBERT W. HORST,
a
Composer of Cantatas;
“Sohn Gipin,”” “ Mira. Speaker,” ~ The
Pligrin,” etc...
MASON'S.“TOUCH AND TROHHIC.”
{aition
ofstudents In Piano
andOrgan Playiog. Claes
Anslysis of Form, and ‘Bight Readiog.
Special terme Conntorpolnt,
for these studying
fur tho profession, ‘City studio
Keeldence, 3600 Hamilton Utreot, Philadelphia, Pa.

Broad St.ConservatoryofMusic|
1331 SOUTH
716 NORTH

MISS A. HERMIONE BIGGS,

Tnsorporehed
180). |.

PHILADELPHIA

Every Branch of Music

A COMPLETE
MUSICAL
EDUCATION

ETUas
DE.

STREET,
STREET,

shumape: {TA
BAe,Y
Wr HOKE,

‘MISS

PHILADELPHIA,

CLARA

B. HARRISON,
OF

TEACHER

AT THE
LOWEST
POSSIBLE
Cost.

AQfiason Sysaterm

bleh, ronder it clearo everybody when played.
heartily
enjoyed by
‘serve
{nto s pleasant
personal relation with both the pianists
muals, andarea greatstimulus tomusical students, Address,and the
MISS AMY

83 West Sist Street,

1019

© Gtreet, 5. WwW.

-

PIANO

of

.

Technic),

WASHINGTON,

FAY,

-

+

Now York.

BDWaARD
BAXTHR
PERRY,
CONCERT PiANIsT AND Leoturen.

The Only Conservatory in Ameen which successfully
maintains a Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestra,
SEASON OF 1895-96 OPENS SEPT. 2d.

Lecture Recitals atSchools and Musical Societies « Specialty.
Address: Care Mason & Hamslin, 146 Boylston St., Bosten.

Mr. Peerry makes an annual Western tour from October ist
tothe
holidays, and » Southern trip in January and February.
ments{n'the Eastern Beates duringthospring monche,

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

HUGH A, CLARKE, MUS. DOC., IS AT THE HEAD OF THE THEO.
AND
RETICAL DEVARTMENT. WHILE EQUALLY EFFICIENT
CONSERVATORY OF
TEACHERS ARE IN CHARGE OF
WARREN, OFTIO.
OTHER BRANCHES, 4

GILBERT

R. COMBS,

MUSIC,

One of the oldest and most influential SchoolsofMusto
in North Ameri

Write for iMustrated catalogue giving full information, terms, oto,

1831 SOUTH BROAD STREET,

(ARNERS

bch

Director,~

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

“EDUCATION PAYS,” especially in WMEusic.
If
you want the best musical

“**

PLAN.

If you are intending tostudy Musio'in any of its

5
Daily lesson in theory, solfeggio, and ensembio,
Four bours of daily practice in our baildi)
ig

DANA.
z UNIUS ‘DANA,

South SSth

branches,
send for catalogue to

¥. B. RIOH, Director,

tary.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mué. Doc.,
RLS

Conservatory
offers unusual advantages
for the Stadyof
Music. 699 students
last year. Total expense for one

“ve! year’s study (86 wooks) need not exoced $800.
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8,and April 4,

Halt hour, privoie lesson, déily, om instruméat or role,
CATALOGUES FREE. "

»With a Large Faculty ofSuperior Instractors, and

8 splendid bailding for its exclusive uso, the Oberlin
Sx~

Street,

OBERLIN, OGIO
MANUFACTURERS

AND TRADERS

who desire to obtain reliable information about ther customers
tn any branch of the music trade should subscribe for ourbeok of
“CREDIT RATINGS” FOR i895.
“Special attention gtvon to collection of pastdae claims in avypartofthe United StatesandCanada, "©PM* 430 claims in any
‘Address al} communications to

education it will pay you to
PHILADELPHIA.
write for our new. catalogue LESSONS BY MAUL {%
essen,
"srmandexz,Composition
before you decide where you]
THOMPSON REPORTING CO.,
MADAME A. PUPIN, Concert Pianiste
10 Tremont Street, BOSTON,
will study the coming season.
(Janno Keysoano),
will accept engagements for recitals in drawing-rooms and schools.
TEACHERS
WANTED
Fall term opens Monday,
Private JANKO KEYBOARD Recitals,
for
srerh,department of tnstraction by the Soathers Edweational
Buren,
Mem;
foam.
‘Those wishing to se6;hear, and test the merits of the new ke}
namber ofvacancie
nalStaten,from
may arrange, for parcile of ton, for aa bour at Madame Pupte ten tha,bert echools of theBouth andSouthwest. Operates
September oth.
dence, when & programme of nine pieces willbe given, and opportunity
for full explanation of the advantages of tho new lavention”
Foe, $5.00 for the hour, for ten persons or lee than ten.
Appointments should be made by letter soveral days in-tdvance,

Boston Training School of Music,

Residence, No. 22 East 20th Street, NEW YORK CITY,

GEORGE H. HOWARD, A M,, Director,
H. FRANK SPURE, Manager,

KINDERGARTEN

Music Hall Building, Boston, Mass.

$2.00

Indianapolis College ofMusic
A Large ond Oompetont Faoulty of Artiatic Must.
olans and Experienced ‘Toachors.
All Branohos of Music Taught and Diplomas
Granted Tront each Department.
so
A Normal or Toaohors’ Departmont. in whioh
Deppo'a and G. B. Cady’s Ohildron's Method js
Taught, also the Mason Technic,
Twenty Free and Partial Bcholetakips Given to
Worthy Pupita.
Eight Gold and Blivar Morals to Papite Making
the

Greatest

Advencement

during

Monument

Place,

.

YEAR,

Soeasrmnt
ee punmie Germeordncs anh
a cha i anabide om
ci fenSNM. 9eatstareSay,Ra,

mathey

7

iy

end

rox!

Westions,

we keep active Sogereomaplo;
Hidad work and
busy wage, foronliron in the bore, adapted to the
gees!

beay mothers,

How

aod why

to anewer

children's quemtions. Lailaliye, bomre.ponis,
ann
erly
a pra Suae mage esandSh
al
mont

the Year.

Fall Term dDegine Beptember Oth.
Tor Fartioulare and Ciraulara address
wT. DUINGAN,

MAGAZINE.

PER

A monthly for
paronte and teachers. Eiited by Au‘dra Hofer and Amalie Hofer, Chicago,
Devotod to kindergarten theory and practice. Keo
{te readers ty touch with the beet. detonutraiions fo
tho outire Kindergarten field. Now Kindergarten
songs. Nature studies gnd tnvestigation. ‘Typical
work ‘with gifts and materials. Discussloms by live
educators on bett methods. Prychology made practigal by the study ofthe child,
Typical stories by activo
Kindergartners, “How to study
N's Mothorplay

alae

of family

life os

tts

ive

pont,

end

PIANO is now ready ‘with tho

“Crown” Orchestral Attachment
and Practice-Clayice.
Per OCT. 18, "94.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.
for
and
miintonich ReWare
and
Giavighond,
Spine”etka eens
Marperchend Revels aod
tor
fi
sotios,
without
neeieeeoes Heo
Son,Cal
ids Foewlar

OKO. F. BENT. SoleMtr.

|

Fedtanapotin, Cad, |

“CROWN”

RINORRGARTOM LITERATURE CO, CHBCARO,

Cor, Washington Bontevard and Sangames Street,
OMIGAGO, LL
s

THE

ETUDE.

“Tv SOUND GuIsmeTAMRT Of

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF

G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK.

RICHARD H. DANA, President,
* CARL

(Extracts

from

the

"Monthly

PUBLICATIONS
Fao

Founded In 1859 by Dr. When Tourjéo.
FAEL@EN,

Diractor.

WM. ROHLFING & SONS,
BAIT
VV AOE. BE.

Bulletin.”

The “Monthly Bulletin" will be sat regu.
larly to the addrees of any persod inter-

THE OATALOOUEOF

oREesromemer

|

PIARO MUSIC.

ested.)

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

Studies in Pedal Phrasing for the Organ.
The

By

‘An eminently bractical work, and ovo which Ine rleon steadily tn

3

profeasional estitnation during the quarter century of ts exietence. Tt
contains eighteen studies on the propor use of the feet iu all manner of
figures and technical combinations —arpegalos, runs, diversified motives

and phrases, both short and long, legate and staccato, otc —always accompanied

on the manuals,sothat the student tmmediately derives

fulleat beneft from is pedal practice through being

enabled tocom-

bine ft with manual work thoughtfully arranged for this precise purpose.
The hecl-and-toe signs, changes of fest, slides, and the grouping

-and phrasing of the parts for pedal and manual are marked with vorupulous precision; for the registration, sufficient general directions aro

Leading

Conservatory

of America.

COMPLETE IN ALL ITS OSPARTMENTS.
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR.
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager,

DUDLEY BUCK.
OP. 28. PRICE $1.50, NET,

* Franklin Square, Boston, Mass.

ANECDOTES :
GREAT MUSICIANS,

glen,

Published Su convenient oblong shape, printed from engirely new engraved plates, and well up to date iu every partioularw/“In passing, we
May add that the former edition was published

VISION
A

OF ST. JOHN.

SCANTATA

For Mixed Votces, Full Orchestra, and Organ.
TEXT SELEOTED FROM THE BOOK OF THE REVEKATION
VOCAL SCORE. PRICE 75 CENTS, NET.
A composition, somowhat brief for ite class, exccllently

for
Performance at any season or on any occasion of rejoicing. suited
For emall
cboire the orchestra may be dispensed with, aga ekiliful organist can
readily adapt the piauo accdmpaniment to his instrament,
A solo

quartet, & good mixed chorus, and an able solo tenor are requisite for

Ita adequate production. The contralto solo, No. 2 (“And God Shall
Wipe Away All Tears"), may be taken Sy the singor of that part in

the quartet.

The solo tenor takes a leading part in Nos. 1, 9,4, and §

having recitatives of considerable length.
chorus.

The Finale, No. 6, is for full

Tho Cantata is Interesting, spirited, and melodious; it breathes
throughout the inspiration of {te lofty theme. However, it presents no
special techolcal difficulties beyond

plano accompaniment.

the aforesaid adaptation of the

VOCAL
by G. HUBI

NEWCOMBE.

‘The name of Luigi Denra 1a familiar an that of
& woll-accredit

ed
writer of popular conga, ‘The elemonta of bis popularity
arestrikingly

in orldence tn those eix vocal duota:—

1. BARCAROLLE,
2. FAREWELL,
8. @WERT CHIME,

4. WELCOME @PRING,
5. SHE SLEEPS,
6. TO THE DANCE:

Denga understands the humgn rolcewhat sound bet and
what ts

ment truly voeal (6 alngable), wad writes accordingly
,

fonaauree glide enuothty on, tree from

Aioalt

Hla mslodiout

adventarune” discards asi

Untervals; the plane part ta eey to play, yet

by no cents dee
Utete af plensiog variety; and the voice twits jun ft the
offginal Hag.
Mad

wanda which are bappllp cosbined le Busot apd tamfol vere,
The watrene low amt high Lonee fut the maptanmar
e be my”, fat the
alta pa
FOR S4L0. SY ALL MUMIC DEALERS.

2.Tarantella.

“Bhethovon is referred to 48 times; Handel, 80; Haydh

Liszt, 28; Malibran, 7; Meyerbeer, 10; Paganini, 1
Patti, 6; Schubert, 14; Schumann, 9; Bocsini, 16; V
°
1; Wagner, 19; Jenny Lind, 9; Chopin, 6.
‘To the average reader this work ia one of the mostint
esting musical books published, as it is free from abstru:
technicalities and dry history. "It is lively and enterta
ing, and just the thing to interest young people in music
biography.

HANDSOBIELY BOUND.
FULL

CLOTH.

CLEAR

TYPE.

FINE

PAPER.

41.50.

PUBLISHED BY

THEO.

PRIGE 75 CENTS, NET.

1, Ou the

24; Bach, 16; Morart, 32; Mendelssohn, 22; Billow,1

DUETS.

By LUIGI DENZA.
Words

ivol
Valse:
Stormborey0.Friveleits,
ValsdeBaloo,

300 ANECDOTES,
325 PERSONS, ~
~ 050REFERENCES,
.- 305 PAGES, “

PRICE

SIX

GATES.

A unique, valuable, and interesting collection of three
undred wellauthenticated snccdotes of great Comporers,
Players, and Singers, related in an entertaining style, and
embodying much valuable musical information.

9 C. WHITNEY COOMBS.

THE

W. FRANCIS

in two parts at $2.00

each, whereas the whole work la now offered for $1 60.

.

PRESSER,

(708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA:

Portraits of Great Musicians,
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.
Prioe $1.00. Postage and Tube, {0 ots. Extra.
“

bbesskssane
PIANO STUDIES, ETC.
Biemann,
Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical
and
. P2
A guide tothe study of themoatim,
tedncational
works‘
for the Pianoforte, completed
mat ela Maeriiaa four Boke

‘The following are now ready:—

*

BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART,
WAGNER, HANDEL, OHOPIN, LISZT,
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN,
‘Thg ologant

tien wi

have wen the greatest: entisfec.

for thens
was@4.60 oach, without frame,(ormor
Gailpricefor
able
thpmeee

s

at

Bossiaed
avou
the tarious
kfods
of
Sretle saad foes

=

ane

lodic Ornam
¥
for
Z amen
pt eldyGoercty
andfn

:

$5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak.

Packed to.ge by Exprocs at purchaser's charge.

by the

tation,

reese

ae

vot: t STUDIES.

:

‘theoretical
and.
m het ote Drto sof otSaleen
seit
i prmetiont

Haaptu

Th,

V

tu

‘SpprOved pridelplesanemarnrunremenemrneeccren

$350

ORGAN.

The Organist’s Album,

“Teasle forGh
4m‘thechurch aad
home, elected and
eispeed
nee
by ED.'F Srutaacan,
reo
rolumes,
sibel tient ae
ogniefistVolume
‘susie,

A collection ofclassical and modern

coatainn 73Uldraat chalospleseou6Spager

‘Theeecood 13
$7 pagesof mast.
Somplen
cetalogae cfpuSiSaicas
Retnibe fre of charge

AAT Bi tebe:
oo
Saaiiinad eciplibban
abstot mim
nation.
waters
’

Publithers—WL ROHLFING & SOMS—Imparters,

Rae

ese

‘BOOSEY & co., "TEACHERS,
~ FEMALE

ftuals Publishers und Musival

Instrument Manufkoturera,

Vocal

Sead

yoer

Collections,. Kte.,

CHARLES"DENNEE.

Recently (seved from the prose ef

LONDON,

Price

“a FISCHER & BRO.,

yuRitannp
pan
5

CANTATA,
Words by HEMANS, KEATS, and SHELLEY.
THE

MUSIC COMPOSED

=

BY

'

rect

2

COMMENCEMENT

(POSTHUMOUS WORK.)

ANGELIC CHORDS.

BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL (1894), ENGLAND.
Sample Copy, post-free,

-

used

America.

by the

IN TWO BOOKS.

$1.50.

GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS.
CANTATA

FOR

“THE

*

gu

_
50

OHILDREN,

LATBST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.
from standard worke, All
Inorig

inalkeys,withorigins!acosmpaniaonts.

Write for our Catalogues.
SOLE

AGENTS

ENOOH & 80N8, London,

PRAOTICAL HARMONY
ON A FRENGH

THE SPINNING BEE.

BASIS.

“py!

HOMER
3

.

A. NORRIS.

In responee to a general demand for-a text-book

‘

on-harmony, based on the French system, we take
pleasure in announcing the publication of ‘* Practical Harmony on a French Basis,” by Mr. Homer

chiefly
for

A. Norris.
60

Mr. Norris was associated for four years

with the most eminent theorists and musicians of
Paris, During that time he devoted his attention
chiefly to the study of musical composition.

NEW ORGAN AND CHOIR BOOKS.

We

feel confident

that ‘‘ Practical

Harmony”

meets the demand for a text-book which makes the
ORGAN GEMS.
study interesting to the pupil. The exercises are
Acollection consisting of one hundred and
3 .| musical, and there is an absence of the “ psalmeighty-four Preludes and ‘Postludes, for Pipe
tune’? monotony usually found in text-books on
or Reed Organ. Composed by C, A. Kern, . 2 00 this subject.
As many

ORGANIST'S FRIEND AND COMPANION.
SWEHETEST SONG,”
“A collection of original and selected compoBy J, Li ROECKEL, ‘sitions for Reed or Fipe Organ, Two Yoke,

as aarti:

Send for circular giving letters of vecommenda-

Sswae
yA NEW WORK ON aaa

7

Cloth, $2.00,

all

tion from prominent teachers,

FOUR CHORUSES :—

An Operetta for Girls, intended’
(EnausH AND GeRWAN WoRDa)
performance at festivals in
2
family circle. Words and musi
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL.
per. praneleted: and adapted
Those Songs are considered to be the finest work ever produced by Federlein,
this Eminent Composer.

through

and should be examined by every teacher.

‘This admirable collection has been more successful since

These Solfeggl have been written by Signor Tost! for the middle reg:
1, Welcome Song, 2. At the Opening of a
School Examization, 3. At the Close of a
{stor of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all volces.
School
4. Farewell Song at
Tnoy will be Tound most usetul studies, and so melodious In charac the End Examination.
ofa School Year, For three Female
tar as to be practically songs without words,
Voices, with Piano aegompanizs
Composed by J. Wiegand, “~. ,
2.

Paper Cover,

extending

fully into many of the conservatories, schools, ete.,

lierevlon than it waa before, Tt_now contains @ number

Consisting of thiri ea Songs, with
Gorman and Enel
‘Text. Romposed by
Fr, Abt,

ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS,

and

The above studies have been introduced success-

CONCERT ALBUM for Young People.

PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK.

playing,

ver pube

part songs of
higher order of merit than are usually
foud in works of this kind.

+

scale

_

copious foot-notes and explanations regarding the
proper manner of practicing and executing the
exercises, and for this reason the work is one of
the most valuable additions to the piano student’s
literature,
All possible combinations, both technical and

ACADEMICAL FAVORITES,
A collection of two-, thyee-, and four-part
Songe for Female Voices. - "New and Revised
Edition.
Compiled by J. Fischer,
. . , . 100
Masters in

Also at Royal Academy, Royal

60 SOLFEGGL
By F. P. TOSTI.

$2.OO, net.

The preparatory division of the work contains’

Vol. II.

Iahod th thie country,

Collegé, etc., London, England.

+

_

stages of advancement,

EXERCISES.
pe

as being Oneof the best collections of its kin;

75 Cents.

Leading

-

A collection of Duets, Trios, and Quartets
for Female Voices. Compiled by J, Fischer, $0 75 rhythmical, are included in ‘the latter part of the
work,
Wecan safely recommend this volumeoffem choruses

—
NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK.
Now being

-

pt complete and practical exposition of Scales,
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